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INTRODUCTION. 
LOCATION AND AREA. 
Monroe is one of the smaller counties of. the srtate and is a reg-
ul3:11 rectangle oontainin~ twelve Congressional townships 01.' 
about 432 square miles. It lies in the southern tier of counties but 
one and numbers seventh and fifth from the lMissouri and Mis-
sissippi rivers respectively. Three lines of railway extend en-
tirely acros~ the county while two other systems enter and give 
outlets to important coal ' fields. Monroe county is in the center 
oil the great bituminous coal industry of the state and in 1901 be-
came the banner county both in total output and the number of 
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men employed, surpassing Mahaska county, which had for many 
years consistently held first place. In 1902 Monroe more firmly 
established her supremacy as the ranking mining1 community in 
the state, mining being second only to agriculture. 
PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
Monroe county is tra,versed by none of the la,rger streams of 
the sta,te and the reports of early reoonn:a~ssance surveys in the 
Mississiprpi valley fail to make specific mention of the physical or 
geological fewtures oil the county. The area was within the gen-
eral territory mapped by Nicollet a;s' early as 1841, .but none of the 
features within its confines were sufficiently prominent to receive 
individual mention. 
Owen· in 1846 and 1847 tra,versed\ the Des' Moines river and 
aooendl:ld Cedar and Bluff creeks, but no mention is made of any ' 
of. the points of interest in Monroe county. Numerous sections 
are described in the southern tier 0'£ towns'hips in Marion a'D.d 
Mahaska counties within a few miles of the Monroe county border. 
In many af these the conditions are not unlike those farther up 
the creeks in the north tier 'of townships of MOnroe COUil1ty. On 
section 30, township 7,4 N., range . XVIII W., an outcrop on the 
southern braI1C!h of Cedar creek is described in .whicl1 the author 
states that a: seam af coal varying from four to six feet in thick-
ness and of pure quality may be found. He also makes mention 
of a laminated s'andstone oontaining the remains of Lepidoden-
dron sternbergii outcropping on section 15 of the same township. 
T.he sandstone formation is overlain by a, selenite-bearing shale, 
immediately under which was a bed containing cone-inrcone 
structure, or the Tuten-mergel of the Germans. Several other 
sections are described in detail. 
Hall,"f in his work on the Coal Measure of Iowa, mentions the 
section exposed on the south side of the Des Moines river at Eddy-
ville, and ,indicates the relations between the Coal Measures and 
the underlying limestone. 
A decade later ·White·t gives a brief summary of the geology of 
. the county. Incidentally he m~ntions, the presence of the Lower 
• Geological Survey of ' WisconsIn, Iowa and Minn esota, pp. 114 tt .eq. Philadelphia, 1852. 
tGeology of Iowa, Vol. I, pp. 165-166, 253-254. Des Moines, 1858. 
± Geology of Iowa, Vol. II, pp. 267-8. Des Moines, 1870. 
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Coal Measures over almost the entire oounty and states that they 
are overlain by the Middle Coal Measures. In the same volume 
Professor Rush Emery gives the results or analyses made of sev-
eral samples of coal obtained from the mines then in operation. 
McGee· :makes reference in his "Pleistocene IO'Wa" of a com-
plex drift section exposed along the railroad south of Albia. Sev-
eral references are made to the geology of the county in the re ·· 
wrts of the present Survey, and due credit will be given where 
such references are used in this paper. 
The I'eports of the State Mine Inspootorr, especially the early 
numbers, contain considerable information regarding the coal and 
I Coal Measures stratigraphy. Some of the drill sections will be 
found in a later portion oj). this report. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Monroe county belongs to the dissected pla~n type of topogrw 
phy. It is typically erooional in character, the surface features 
conforming to the drainage lines. The ridge crests rise to about. 
the same level and when produced roughly .approximate the orig-
inal plain before it was acted! uw n by th~ strea;ms. . A marked 
divide mapped out by the Wabash railway bisects the county into 
almost equal east and: west halves. Th.e streams on either side 
have worked headwards completely draining the area and produc-
ing very gentle undulations hi the watershed even when viewed 
longitudinally. Albia is located on this watershed at a point 
where its direction changes from northwest-southea,st to west of 
south and! frOmi which point the streams radiate in practically 
every direction. The divide when 'viewed broadly inclineS gently 
to .the north as indicated in the table of elevations; Moravia show-
ing an altitude o:lJ 1002 f~, Albiai 959, and Lovilia 932. The 
stream valleys and hill slopes are generally well wooded while the 
. divides are prevailingly prairie. This is the general 'rule even in 
the case of the minor drainage lines. The maximum general in-
equalitits vary from 677 feet, 10Wi' water level of the Des Moines 
river at Ed~yville, to about 1000 feet on the Albia-Moravia divide . 
• Si" t.h Ann. Rep. IT. S. Ge~l. Surv. , Vol. 498-4. WBBhington, 1891. 
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. near the SQuth county line. The looaJ inequalities d'O not as a rule 
exceed .100 feet, although oc:casionally reaching abQut 150 feet . 
. The entire surfaoo is fairly well drained and may be designated as 
topographically ·mature. All of the topographio features' may ' be 
ascribed directly to stream work and can best be understood when 
studied in cQnjunctiOI1! with the drainage lines. 
The elevatiQns 'Of the principal representative points III the 
c'Ounty are given in the table h~ewith awmnded: 
TABLE OF ELEVATIONS . 
PLACE. 
Albia ... . . : .. ... . .. ..... . .. 
Brompton . ..... .. : . .. . , . . .. 
Buxton ... . .... . .. . . . . .. . . . . 
Coalfield .•.. . . . . • .. , . . . . . ". 
Consolidation Coal Company , 
Shaft No . 10 ,, _ ..... .. ... . 
Consolidation Coal Company , 
Shaft No.1!. .. ....... . ... . 
Des Moines River, Eddyville .. 
Dudley . .•.. • • .. ........ . •.. , . 
Eddyville . .... .... ..... . .... . 
Foster . .. . . .• .. .. . .... . ..• . . 
Frederick .. , ... . . . ..... .. .. . 
Hagerty ..... ' .. . . . . .. . .... . 
Hamilton ... .. . .. . . .... . ..... . 
Lovilia . . .. . , .. . , . .. .. . , . . . ' ... . 
Melrose . , . ... ... . . , . 
Moravia . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ... . 
Selection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. : 
Tower . . ... . ..... , ..• . . . ... . 







959 Chicago , Burlingt on & Quincy Railway. 
950 Chicago, Milwaukee & M . Paul Railway. 
799.7 Chicago & Northwestern R ailway . 
727 Iowa Central Railway . 















Chicago & Northwestern Railway. 
Iowa Central Railway . 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R ailway. 
Iowa Central Railway . 
Chicago, Milwaukee & St . Paul Railway. 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway . 
Chicago, Burlingtdn & Quincy Railway. 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway . 
Chicago, Burlington. & Quincy Railway. 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway. 
Wabash Railway . 
Wabash R ailway . 
Chicago, Burlington &.Quincy Railway. 
Chicaf;!'o . Burllnl!'ton ' & Quincy Railway . 
DRAINAGE. 
The streams whic!} have to do directly with the drainage 'Of t4e 
-county are unimportapt individually with the exception 'Of the 
Des. M'Oip.es river, which bare1y, truncates the northeast corner 'Of. 
the county. With this exception n'Ol!-e of the streams are p~rsist­
ent through their entire 'courses during .seasons 'O( pr'Otracted 
dr'Outh. During the excepti'Onally dry year 'Of 1901 the majority ,'Of 
the s,treams which are shown 'On the map were entirely dry 'Or re-
duced to a s~ries 'Of disconnected ponds and pools. ..In many jn-
stances, h'Owever, the is'Olated ponds gave no evidence of stagnaJJ-
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. cy but indicated' rather a sub-SlUrfaoo drainage connection 
through the stream gravels. Most of the streams have done con·· 
siderable cutting even to the tributaries of the second order, fully 
draining the divides and giving the country a broken appeamnce 
FIG. 51. Sketch miop showing the drainage of Monroe county . 
characteristic o:fl south-central Iowa. While the work of degrada-
tion aooomplished by the streams is great in the ·aggregate, their 
energies have been de~oted chiefly to channeling and but little has 
been done toward the production of broad valleys and the up-
building of flood plains': In fact but few: of1 the drainage lines 
have mapable flood plains acoord[ng to the scale used in these re-
ports. While the distance from bluff to bluff may attain several 
hundreds of yards the steep slopes render obvioUs the instability 
of the materials and greatly limit the. true flood plain deposits. 
The materials in many of the stream channels tell the same story 
\ bY their coarseness in texture, evidencing the carrying power of 
the streams. This is notably true of all those directly tributary to 
the Des Moines river. 
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The Des Moines River System.-The Des Moines river, with its 
numeroUS' tributaries, drains about thirty-nine fortieths of the 
county, the remaining fortieth finds Ooutlet through the Chariton 
system. The mOSlt important tributaries of the Des Moines are 
Cedar river, Coal, Bluff, Gray, . Miller, Avery and Soap creeks. 
A! marked divide sought out by the Des 'Moines branch of the Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincy r,ailrOOd and the Wabash and the 
100wa Oentra.! belOoW Albia" separates the tributaries Oof Cooar 
river, Coal creek and the Chariton river system frOom the easterly 
flowing feeders of the Des Moines. FrOom the tOlWn of Albia the 
streams fl()iW1 towards all points Oof the compass save nOorthwest. 
'The Cedar river, whose confluence with the Des Moines is in 
Marion cOounty, with its leading tributary COoal creek, drains more 
than half the COoUnty. Both streams flow almOost due north as they 
leave the confines of the county and their most important branches 
flow in the same directicm, rplaralleling the Albia-Lovilia divide. 
Cedar river proper drains scarcely half a townSihip while COoal 
creek, with its sinuous bifurcating branches collects the ru~Ooff 
from half the county. Cedar river has a IOoW gradient and pre-
s'ents a narrOoW' fl~ plain. The indwra,ted rockS! a:re exposed only 
near the M'arion county line. 
COiaI creek does not depart materiaUy frOoID the USlUal type of 
Iowa stream, being, asymmetric and! receiving the larger tribu-
taries from the west, in faci, receiving nOone worthy a name from 
the east. From north to south the'bran<lhes are White, whippoor-
will, Bee and Cedar; the last being the most important and drain-
i~g all Oof Franklin and portiOons oil Wayne, Guilford, TrOoY and ' 
MOonroe tOW'nships. The main line Oof the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy railroad follOows C~ar creek from the west border of the 
COounty to its junction with Coal creek. The old right-of-way 
closely paralleled the water · g.rade while the new rOoad cut's 
numerOoUs headlandls and is more or less. independent Oof the im'-
mediate . stream valley. 15o1h Cedar and Coal creeks and their 
northern tributaries have out completely thrOough the drift at nu-
merous points and expose limited' sectioos Oof the COoal Measures. 
South of Cedar creek stream cutting is confined wholly to the 
dri·ft. ' All of the streams have comparatively narrow valleys and ' 
alluvial deposits are of scarcely mapable dimensions,. Terraces 
24 G Rep 
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are not prQminent,but certain POQrly defined gravel benches may 
be viewed along White and Whipporwill creeks in 'Wayne town-
ship forty to fifty feet above the present channel. A fairly prom-
inent terrace may be soon along Cedar creek in Union township. 
Fragmentary terraces may be noted at Qther pO'ints but are so 
greatly obscured by the loess and recent wash that it is almost ill' .. 
possible to trace them with any degree Qf confidence. 
East O':fl the Albia-Lovilia divide the creeks which drain into 
the Des Moines, listing them frO'm north to s()Iu,th,are Bluff, Gra,y, 
Miller, the A verys and Soap creeks; all flowing: approximately at 
right angles to' the divide. Here, as is the case with streams west 
o:ll the divide, those draining: the northern portion of the county 
have completely incised the drift and expose the indurated rocks 
at numerous points. All Qf the streams P 03SB2S high gradients 
and all are yet in the down cutting stage a few miles away from 
the Des Moines river. Miller and Gray creeks shO'W numerous 
escarpmentSi and give a very rugged character to' the adjO'ining 
. topography. 
'. The Des Moines river cuts off from the nQrtheast CQrner of the 
county an isoceles triangle whose base is scarcely more than half 
a mile in length. T'he river flows through a broad valley bounded 
by IO'W bluffs which rise gradually fQr sQme 'distance inland until 
the level of the general upland is reached some two miles back. 
The belt flooded by ordinary high water is small as' compared with 
the width O'f the valley. At Eddyville and vicinity the valley 
varies from a mile to one and! a half miles in width, while the 
actual belt subject to inundation does nO't exceed from one-fourth 
to one-half that width. A well marked terrace appears some 
twenty feet abO've low water level and can be traced more or less 
continuously on one or both sides of the river. Nea.r Eddyville 
this terrace is often rock supported in part. Terraces at a higher 
level cannot be recognized. 
The Chari-ton System.-The tributaries representing the Charl-
tO'n system are unimportant. None have cut through the drift 
and nO'ne persist through dry seasons. 
A ge of the' Streams.-All of the tributary streams appear to' be 
post-Kansan. The Des Moines river alone occupies a preglacial 
valley. 
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STRATIGRAPHY. 
GENERAL RELATIONS OF STRATA. 
Monroe county lies well within the acceptedlim~ts of the West-
ern Coal Field. The Des Moines river and a few of its tributarie:'1 
near the northeastern oorner of the ' county have cut entirely 
through the drift and Coal Measures and uncover the Saint Louis 
limestone. The Lower Oarboniferous constitutes the country rock 
for less than two square miles in the .county. The Coal Measure~ 
while universally present are quite generally concealed by the 
drift and only fragmentary exposures ma,y be observed along the 
draina.ge lines. The most important sections occur in the north-
ern half of the county. 
The Pleistocene seriesl is represented by an older drift sheet 
everywhere covered by the loess eave where reIOOved by erosion. 
The physiographic features i.n general are but little influenced by 
the older rooks. 
The taxonomic relations of: the formations represented in the 
county ace shc·nn in' the following synopticul ta:le : 
GROUP . I SYSTEM . SERIES. I STAGE: . I FORMATION . 
Recent. !Wi nd Deposits . 
Alluvium. 
Cenozoic . PJei~tocene . 
{uwan. Loess. 




Upper Carbon;·ferous Chariton Conglomerale. 
or Pennsylvanian. Des Moine~. AppanoMe Beds. 
Monroe Beds. 
Paleozoic. Carb · niferous. 
LowerCarboniferous Saint Louis. Limestone . 
or Mississippian . 
Sandstor e . 
The two great systemS! of rock represented in the county are 
separated by an unconformity of the first magnitude. This un-
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. conformity mea:ns an enormous time interval during which the 
surface was subjected to erosion, a large proportion of the Ooal 
Measures doubtless being remOlVed. The entire Mesozoic and 
most of the C~nozoic rock systems are wholly unrepresented. 
The oldest rocks appea,r in the n()lI'theastern corner ojj the county, 
but pass out of sight almost immediately away from the valley of 
the Des Moines' river. The general dip of the strata is to the 
southwest at a very low angle, scarcely more than an average of 
five feet per mile, while local undulations, as evidenced by coal 
seams, have dips whicha,re much greater, often exceeding five 
degrees. 
Mississippian Series. 
SAINT LOUIS STAGE. 
Only the uppermost member knmvu to occur in Iowa is repre·· 
sented and comprises a very limited area in the immediate vicinity 
of the Des Moines river at Eddyville. Outcrops are oonfined to 
Gray and Miller creeks and the Des MO!i.nes river. On Miller 
creek south of Eddyville the following section IllJaiy be observed: 
. FEET. 
7. Drift and surface wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6. Shale, arenaceous, with calcareous cement. . ..... 7 
5. Limestone, compact, brittle, containing pyrite balls 3 
4. Limestone , oolitic, evenly bedded and shows much 
. shell breccia ...... j... ...... .... ...... ... . ...... 3Y. ' 
3. Marl, containing Rhynchonella casts. . . . . . . .. . . . . Y. 
2. Limestone, compac' " lithographic, becoming softer 
below ~ ..... . ... .. j . . .... . ... . . ....... . . . ..... .. 4 
1. Sandston~, in heavy beds, often exhibiting cross 
bedding planes, exposed above creek bed . .. ... . 2S 
, All of the beds mentioned above save number 7 are suPPosed to 
belong to the Saint Louis and the sequence is believed to be fa~rly 
representative for the district. Outcrops may be noted on either 
side or the Des Moines river both above and below Eddyville, but 
none '0£ them show any new members ()II' any decided variations 
from the type section. The· l&w terrace along the Des Moines, 
mentioned in an! eaa:-lier portion of this pap~r, is supported by 
numbers 4 and 5 of thestanda,rdi section. 
t5 "" rtlt.. f.a 3e -{ r<("(~_ 
p ,:, (,,"-/ (v, I=) ) 
C)/vl::,LfaL full 
roc 1/ J 'f 3lo IQ , 
(V'13) 
· . 
I OWA G BOLOGTCA. L SURV EY . Pla :e ix. 
Trunca ted headland a long Gray creek, showin g the Coal M€'a:;;ures r est.in g unconformably 
upon the Saint L ouis limestO:l3. A thin sea m of coal appears near the middle ofothe 
section. 
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Along A very creek at Dudley, some two rrill.leS1 from the Monroe 
county line, the Sa,int Louis is being developed on a considerable 
scale. Number 6 is more perfectly indu.rated and With numbers 4 
and 5 constitute the chief quarry rock. The Saint Louis appears 
farthest inla.nd along G~a;y creek ih the northeast quarter of sec-
FIG. 55. Saint Louis limestone in Miller creek n ear Eddyville. The beds dip to the south-
. west at an angle of five d egr ees. 
tion 10, ill Pleasant township. Here some four foot Qf the indu-
rated beds of the Saint Louis may be viewed, overlainunoon-
formably by some forty feet of Coal Measures. Beyond this point 
the gradual rise Qf the surface toward the divide with the gentle 
dip ofJ the beds to -the southwest effectually conceals the Saint 
Louis. -
Pennsylvanian Series. 
DES MOINES STAG~;. 
The Coal Mea.sures cover practically the entire county save 
where remov'ed by the Des Moines river, Gray and Miller creeks, 
and rest unconformably upon the Lower CarbonifeNus. Good 
eXpOOiUres showing the contact between the Upper and Lower Car-
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boniferous are comparatively rare and are confined to those trun-
cated headlands which appear along Gray creek in Pleasant town-
ship. At these points the Saint Louis limestone presents a, some-
what uneven surface and exhibits evidence of weathering and 
erosion. These observations support those made in other districts 
that the Coal Measures overlap unconfonnably the Saint Louis 
and the contact plane is very uneven. 
The Des Moines may be divided into three sub-stages; the law--
cst beds consisting chiefly of shales and sandstones with severnl 
coal seams and constituting the major portion of the Ooal Measure 
section may be designated the Monroe beds, as they are typically 
I':Jpresented in Monroe county; a middle series typically 
developed in Appanoose and consisting of limestones and shales, 
with thin but persistent seams of coal, the Appanoose beds; and 
an upper conglomeratic deposit exposed at but few points and 
known as the Chariton conglomerate. 
'.raE MONRO;;; BEDS. 
Standard Sections.-The best natural sections of beds referable 
to the Monroe sub-stage appear along Gray, Bluff, Coal, White 
and Whippoorwill creeks. Near the center of the northwest quar-
ter oil section 8, Pleasant township, the following strata are ex': 
posed: 
FEKT IN. 
7. Drift, exposed . . .. . . . . .. .•.. .. .......... . .. . .. 5 
6 . Shale , clayey.... . . . . . .... .. . .. . : . . .. .... ... 10 
5. Coal .. .. ... .. .. . . . ... . . .. . .. .. ... . .. . .... . .. 1 
4 . Clay . . . • . .... . ....... • . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. ... 2 6 
3 . Saodstooe . .. .... .. ..•. •. . ... .. .. ........•.. .. 3 
2. Shale .. .... ... •. • ..••.. . . . . . . ...•.. .. . .... .. .. 35 
1. Coal .. . . .. . ...•........ .. . . .. . .... . .. . . . . .. . 4 
The base of the coal seam is just above the bed of. the stream. 
A second section worthy of mention occurs along Gray creek 
in Bluff Creek township in the southwest quarter of section 23. 
The sequence is as follows: 
FEET. 
6 . Drift . ... . . • . ••. . ..• . .. . .• ... ............ . ..... 10 
5. Saodstooe, shattered. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
4 . Saodstooe . ... ....... ......... ....... . .... .. .. 3 
3. Shale , blue . .. ..... . .... ......... ..... ... : .. .. 4 
2. Sandstooe, gray .. ..... .. . ...... .. ........ . .. . 8 
1. l:;hale, -b lue, exposed ...... ... : . ..... .. ....... 6 
• 
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Section along Coal creek which shows spheroidal weathering:of the .audstone. 
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Up the stream a short distance the 8haly layers present a cal-
"careous facies and a thin seam of coal may be viewed. Piant re-
mains weather out of the shales, and consist chiefly of Lep idodeJ1... 
drons: Coal also appears lower on the stream. On the northeast 
quarter of the same' section a seam two feet in thickness is ex-
posed. 
BuLiewexposures of any consequence appear along Bluff 
creek: At the point where the Chicago and Northwestern railroad 
c~osses :.the creek in section 5, Bluff Creek township, CoaI'MeaSure 
beds may be viewoo as follows: 
FEET. 
3. Shale, . ' ....... , ..... , . . .. . . , : ... '. , ... .. ' ••... . 4 
2. Coal , • . , .. .... ... . , ...... , .. , .. :: ,. ' ... ..... , .. . 5 
1. Shale .. .. , ...... . . . , . ... ... ... : . .. , .. ' .... ..... ,10 
~ ~ 
, .. ~n of the beds are covered by th~" drift; which attains a consid· 
erable thickness back from: the stream. 
,q~ Coal creek near the east li:q.e"of section 20 in' Unirn;i. township 
~,~~br.upt escarpment faces the creek on the east' side. Ten feet 
of s~lldstone underlain by twenty-five ;e(;~ of sandy 'shale repre-
s~n:t the bedded rocks. The ~andstone shows a marked tendency 
to weather out into sphero~dal bo~lders. Plate X is a photo-
graph of the section. Lower on the str:eam trunks of Lepidoden-
drons of gigantic size are strewn along the c:l iff face. Some of the 
trunks ar~ more than two feet in diameter. ' The sandstone is 
wdded very irregularly and 'carries pyrit.ic . balls, fraglnents of 
Lepidodendrons and cool. 
No imPortant exposures of stratified rocks QCCur in Cedar town-
ship. On the east bank of White creek, in t.he sootheam quarter 
of section 25 an irregularly bedded, conglomeratic .sandstone out-
crops some twenty feet above the creek level. The sandstQlD.e CO'll-
t::Lim r~ri lic ooncretions weathered! to. a broWnish bla.ck lim-
onite whose fresh fractures show unaltered iron pyrites. Chert 
concretions varying from a 'fraction of an inch up to afoot across 
are abundant. A thin pockety seam of coal appears below the 
sandstone about ten feet above the creek and is underlain with a 
pyritiferous shale extending down to water level. 
Guilford township represents a rugged topography near Coal 
lUld Cedar creeks, but exposures of the Coal Measures are unill" 
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portant because of the grea,ter thickness of the drift . . Near the 
west line of section 35 a, series of thin beds aggregating a thick-
ness of thirty feet occur in the following order from top down-
ward: Drift, coarse sandstO'Ile, gray shale, blue shale, clay shale, 
coal and fire-clay. The coal is considerably iron starined.T'he 
overlying shale is highly carbonaceous and co,ntains numerous 
FlO. 56. Gigantic Lepidodendrons weathered out of the shalee and sandstones along 
Coal creek. . 
clay ironstones. Do,wn the stream in seciioIlJ 26 the coal rises 
gradually until it has an elevation ()If) ab6ut twenty-five foot a:bo,ve 
the stream. 
The Coal Measure strata mllY be viewed alo,ng the principal 
drainage lines in nearly all of the other townships, but none of the 
exposures are of sufficient importance t.o, deserve individual men-
tion. 
While natural sooti'OO!S are not extensrive and generally some-
what obscu~ed by the drift ood talus slopes, nearly all oii the coaJ 
companies operating in the county have put down many dlrill 
holes of which car-eful records were kept and these records the 
coal companies have generously permitted the Survey to use 
freely. 
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The Central Coal Company has done considerable prospecting 
in the middle of Pleasant township and the ·following section may 
be taken as an average for the district: 
FEET . rN. 
17. Drift ending in ' water bearing sand and gravel 
below ... ... . . . .. . . .... ... ....... ...... . .. . . 50 
16. Shale, dark ...... . ........ . . . . .... ... .. .... 12 
15. Shale, gray ... .. .... . ........ . .. . .... . ... . .... 2l 
14. Shale: blue , hard and calcareous ... . . ........ 2 
13. Shale, gray . .. ......... .. ....... .. ........... 10 
12'. Coal. .......... .. ..... . , ...... ..... .. ......... :; 
11. Shale, black .,' ......... .. ............ ...... . 13 
10. Shale, light in color ..... .. ..... . ........... 3 
9 . Shale, black .... . ..... . . . .... ............... 14 
8. Hard rock ........ ... ......... . . ... . ..... .. . 2 
7. Sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
6. Fire clay .. ... ... ... ... .... . ....... . . . .... . . . . . 2 
5. Shale, blue .... . ............. ............. .46 
4. Sandstone, hard .. . ... .. ... . . . . . . . . ... ..... 1 
3. Coal, bony . .. .......... . ................ .. .. . 4 6 
2. Shale, black . . ... , . . . .... . . .... , . . . 3 
1. Fire clay .. . . .. . . ....... . ...................... 3 
In Bluff Creek township the Consolidation Co~ pompany has 
put down many drill holes and the upper portion of the Coal 
Measures has been very thoroughly e~ored. A drill hole put 
down in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 
16 may be considered to be fairly representative: 
FEET. IN. 
20 . Drift . .... .. ... .... .. . . ... .. . : . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 25 
19. Sandstone, gray · ... .. ' . .. ........ .. . ..... .. .. .. 29 6 
18. Clay , shale .. ... . ...... . .... . .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. 3 6 
17. Shale , dark ......... .... .... .. .... . .. .... . ... 3 1 
16 . Coal ... .. ...... ....... .. . ... . .. . , ... . .... . ... 1 9 
15. Shale, light " ........ .. .......... .. ....... .... 10 2 
14. Coal . . .. . ' . . .. ...... ... ... . ... . ...... . ..... .. . ' . 2 
13. Shale, dark . ..• ... . ....•..... .. ... ...... ...... 3 6 
12. Coal· ......... .. ........... . ..... . .... ..... .... 1 3 
11. Shale, light. .. ... . ............. .. ... .. ...... . . 32 
10 . Coal .. .... . .' ... , ..... ... .. .... '.. . ........... 10 
9. Shale, light .... .... ... . .. ......... . . / ......... 21 
8. Shale, dark ............ . . . . .. ... . . .. . . .. ...... 2 4 
7. Coal. ........ ................ .. .. .. .... .. ...... 6 
6 . Shale ... . ' .......... . .... . ..... .. .... .. . . ...... 15 10 
5. Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
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FEET. IN. 
4. Shale, gray . ... .. .. .. . ......... . .. ... ......... 13 11 
3. Coal. ... ............. . . . ..... ...... . ........... 2 
2. Shale, dark .. ... ...... . ......... .. ..... . .... 49 
1. Coal. .... .. .. . . . ... ... .... ......... .... . ...... 5 
225 2 
The above section is of especial interest on account of the large 
number of coal seams penetrated. No other drill sections in the 
state show so mai:J.y repetitions o:IJ coal producing conditions. In 
Mantua township the strea;ms have oot well into the Coal Meas-
ures and drill sections are not so common. The Smokey Hollow 
Co'al Company has done considerable prospecting in the viciirity 
of: the A verys and the following section may be taken as ani 
average. 
Section in southweSit quarter of the southeast quarter of section 
14, Tp. 76 N., R. XVI W.: 
FEET. r~. 
16, Drift and alluvium .. .. .... ...... ............. 20 . 
15. Sand and gravel ..... . .... . .. . .... . ....... . . .. 60 
14. Clay mixture ............... .. ... . ...... .. . . ... 20 
13 . Shale. black ..... .. . . . ... . .... . .. ... .... ... . .. 14 
12 . Coal........ . ..... ....... ....... ...... .. ... ... 8 
1.1. Shale, light . .. . ........... .... ..... . .... . .... 13 
10. Shale, dark ... ..... .. .. .. .. ............ ... ... 5 
9. Shale light ...... .. . ..... ................ .. .. 6 
8. Shale, dark ................... ...... ......... 6 
7. Coal : .. ... .... . ...... . . ... . ...... ........ .. 1 
6. Fireclay ........ . ..................... . ...... 3 
5. Shale, dark ... . . : . .. . .. . .. . .. .. , ... . ..... . ... . 8 , 
4. Coal ... ...... . . .... ...... ...... . .. . ...... . ... 5 6 
3. Shale, sandy ................ . ........ .. ... .. .. 4 
2. Sandstone..... ... . .. . . .... . .. .. . .. .. . ... .... 21 
1. Shale, gray ................. .... ........ . .... 2 
189 4 
In Guilford township the Wapello Coal and Mining. Company 
has thoroughly explored a large area along Goal creek. The drill-
ers' log for a hole put down on the southwest quarter of the north-
west quarter of section 3 gives the following sequence: 
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FERT. IN. 
17. Drift ending in sand and g ravel .,. . ... .. 68 
16. Clay sbale ..... .... . .... ..... . .. . .... ..... 20 
15. Shale, dark .... .. .... ...... .. .. .. . ....... 4 
14. Coal... ....... .. . . .. ... . ...... . . · 0 .... .... 9 
13 . Clay shale .... ....... . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . ..... . . . .. .' 21 3 
12 . Shale . . . ... . . 0 · · • • .. · .•••••• • • · •• • •• . . •• •• - . 9 
1: . Clay shale ... .. ... ... .... 0 .. .. . .. .. • ....... 7 3 
10 . Sandstone .. . .. ...... ... . .. . .. .. .. 4 
9 Clay shale .. . . . . . . . .. ... ..... . H 
8. Sandstone ... . ... . ,. .... .. - .. .. .. . . ... . .. .. . .. 3 
7 . Shale .. . ... . .. .. ... . . . ....... ........ .... . .. .5 
6 Slate .. .. . . ... ..... . . . ... .. .... . . .. .......... 3 
5 Coal. ....... .... ................ ... ........ 1 6 
4. Sanclstone . .... _ .... . . . . . .. ... ... ........ .. .. .. 3 
3. Shale .. ...... .. ............. ......... .. ..... ... 6 G 
2 . Shale, dark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ..... 72 
1 . Coal .. .. ... . , . 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 5 10 
239 10 
In Troy township the Hocking. Ooal Company has prospected 
extens.ively along Coal creek and the adjoining territory. One of 
the deepest holes in the district was put down in northwest quarter 
of the so-qtheast quarter of section 4 and the following beds WElTe 
reported to have been penetrated: . 
FEET. TN . 
19. Drift ...... .. . .. .. . . ... ... .. . . ... .. ..... . . .... . 25 
18. Shale, light ....... ............ . ......... . ,. .. 10 
17. Sandstone .. . . ...... . . . . ... . ..... . . . ...... , .. .. 25 
16. Shale, light. ..... " ..... .... ...... .. .... .. 25 
15. Sandstone .. .......... ........ . .. . ........ .. . .. 10 
14 . Shale, light. ... . . . . ... .. .. . .. ..... . ...... . . 0. 15 
13. Hard rock .. .... .. .. ....... . .. . , .... ..... ... .. 2 
12 . Sh;1le, dark .. ...... ....... ..... .. . .. .. . .. .. 43 
11 . Hard rock . . .... . ..... . . . . . ... . • .. .. ...... 5 
10 . Shale, light .. . ... .............. .. . . . . . . ....... 11 
9. Sandstone ........ .... .. .... ...... .... .... .. . 10 
8 . Shale , light .... ...... . .... .. . ....... . .. 8 
7. Coal .... ..... ... ..... . ........ . . . 0 •••••••• •• 1 
6 . Hard rock .. .. .. . ... .... .. .. .' .... , .. .. ...... . 1 
5 Shale, light ..... . .......... , .' .. ....... . ...... 11 
4. Hard rock.... ... .. .... . .. .. .. .... . .. .. . .. 2 
3. Shale, dark .......... . .... ....... ...... . ..... 92 8 . 
2 . Coal .. ... . . .. . . . ... ' .. ... . .. .. . .... . . . ... . . ... . 4 4 
1. Fire clay .' , ........ . . . . ..... .. . .... . . . . .•.. 1 
302 
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T!he several ledges of "hard rook" reported by the driller 
should b~ interpreted as more or less indurated sandstone ledges. 
Only two seams 6£ coail. are reported, while shales an.d san.dstones 
repeat themselves m~I1y times. 
Monroe township is the headquarters for the Whitebreast Fuel 
. Oompany of Illinois and numerous drill records are on file in their 
office. A hole sunk near the northwest corner of the northeast 
quarter of section 10 may be taken as fairly typical for the town-
ship. The record is as follows: 
FEET. I N'. 
35 . Drift .... . ... . . . '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .... . 71 
34. Shale, yellow ......... .. . .. ....... . ' " ...... 10 
33 . Shale, gray and clayey . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . , 9 5 
32. Coal.. .. . ..... .... .. .. . .. . ... . . . . .... . . ...... 9 
31. Shale, blue .. .. ... ~ ...... . .. .. .. . .. . ... . .. . . . 1 4 
30 . Coal ....... . .. . . .. . ... .. .. . .... . . ... .. . .. .... 1 1 
29 . Shale, blue . .. . . . . .............. ..... . ...... 25 5 
2B . Shale, black .. .. . ...... . . .. . ........... . . .. . . . 4 
27 . Sandstone, gray .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 2 
26. Shale, black . . . .. . ... . .... . .... .... . ... . . .. . .. 7 
25 . Coal .. ........... ... . ... .. ... .. . ............ .. 1 6 
24. Clay shale, light. .. . .... . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. ...... . 9 6 I 
23 . Sands 'one, hard .... . .. ....... . . . .. . . ... . . . ... 6 
22. Shale, dark ... . .... . ... . .. . .... .. ... .. ... ... . 3 
21. Shale, sandy light. ..... . . .. . . .. ... " ... ... ... 10 
20. Shale, dark .. .. ...... . . .. . .. . .. ........ .. . .. 6 B 
19 . Coal. ... .... .... .... .. .. .. . .. . ... .. . . ... . ..... 9 
lB . Shale, dark . . ... . . . . . . ....... .. . .. . . ....... .. . . 4 7 
17. Clay shale, light . ... .. .. ... . . ....... ... .. .. . 3 
16. Shale, dark banded .. ... .. .. . . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. 7 
15. Shale, gray .. .. . . .... . . . ............... . .... 5 
14. Coal . . .. .. . . . .. . • •. ... . .. .. . . .. . . " . ... ... ... . 4 
13 . Shale, dark and light below . ...... .. . ... . . . . . . 17 B 
12. Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
11. Shale, mixed ... .... ...... ..... . . .... . ... . ..... 7 
10 . Sandstone ... . . . . .. . .... ' .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
9. Shale , dark .......... . ................ . ...... . 4 10 
B. Coal ...... .. .. .. ............ ... . .. . ...... . ... . 1· 4 
7. Sandstone, hard ... . ........ . .. ...... .. ....... 2 10 
6. Shale, dark . ................................. 36 6 
5. Coal ... . . ..... .... . .. . . ... . . . ... . ... . ... . . . ... 4 2 
. 4 . Coal, shaly..... .... .... ..... ....... . .. .. ..... 7 
3. Shale , dark above and light below . . .... . ... . . 5 9 
2. Sandstone ... . .... . ....... . .. . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
1. Shale, dark ... .. .. .. . .... .. ... .. .. . ......... . . 4 
230 
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On the upland near F oster the Coal Measures run fairly uni-
form and the following mlliYi be taken as an average drill section: 
F EET. IN. 
22 . Drift . .. . ............ .. : ... : .. . ......... .. .. . .. 90 
21. Sand and gravel.. . . ... ... ... . .... . ... .. . .. . . 2 
20 . Fire clay . . . .. . . .. . ... ... . .... . . ... . .. . . . .. . .. . . 6 
19 . Shale ; gray . .... .. . ... . ... . . ..... . ... ... .. .... 8 
18. Clay shale, light colored ...... .. . . ... . . ..... .. . 14 
17 . Shale, black . ....... ...... ... ...... .... .... .. . 11 
16 . Coal .. . . . ....... .. . . . . ... . .. .. . ..... . .. . . . . ... 1 
15. Fire clay ................. . " . .. .. .... ... . . .. 2 
14 . Shale, gray and arenaceous ... .. ..... . .. . . .... 22 
13 . Shale, dark . .... .. . . . . . ...... ... . . .. . .. ... . . .. 6 
12. Coal ... ..... . . . . •.. . . .. . . .... . . ... . . .. .. .. .. . . 1 6 
11 . Shale, dark ... ... : .. .... .... .... .. .. ... ...... 2 
10. Sandstone, sbaly .. ....... . .. .. .. ... ...... .. ... 4 
9 . Fire clay .. ... ......... .... ... . · ... : ... .... ... 3 
8. Shale, clayey . . . . . .. . . ... . . . .•. . . ...... . ... 15 
7. Sandstone, shaly . .... ..... .. . . . ... ... .. . . ..... 19 
6 . Hard ledge .. ....... . ......... ....... . .. .. .... . 1 6 
5. Sandstone .. .. . .. ... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . ..... ... . .. 10 
4 . Shale, black . . . . . . . . .. ...... .... . ... .... .. ... 5 
3. Sandstone, shaly . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... , ......... 31 
2'. Hard ledge .. .. .. '. . . . . .. . : ...... . ... . ...... . . 2 
. 1. Sandstone.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . . . . . ..... 14 
270 
While bun two sea.rns of coal appear in: the section, the drillers' 
record shOW'S! a number o:fl be4s of. fire cllliY which suggest the pres-
ence of. llidditional ooal horizons. Such seams are f()iUnd to OCCUl' 
when other drill records are examined!. 
From the foregoing sections it is apparent that in the order of 
their importance shales and sandstones Constitute the bulk of the 
Monroe bedS! as developed in the county, and show all gradations 
from typical sandstones through shaly sandstone and sandly 
shales to typiea~ shales. The sandstones presenili oftent.imes un-
usullil facies. At several points, notably large bowlders appe1lir in 
the cliff, wails and the weathering lligencies bring: out t.he bowlder 
charaoter to good advantage as the matrix breaks down readily 
and the bowlders stand: out prominently. Along Coal creek, 
southwest of . Lovilia the sandstone presents' a decidely con-
glomeratic llippearance which on closer inspection is seen to be due 
to the presence of chert and pyrite balls in the form: o:fl concre-
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tions. The concretions vary from a fraction Oof an inch to several 
inches across and h~re again weathering brings out the structure 
in a very-striking mannel'. Fig'Ure 57 shows two detached blocks 
rut close range. The sandstones often show false bedding planes 
on a small ooale which is quite a characteristic feature of Coal 
Measure deposits in general. The shales vary considerably in 
fineness of grain and fissility. As before stated all gradations 
are fOound frOID shaly sandstone to almost gritless shales and 
they vary in colo·r from light gray, nearly white, fire-clays through 
the various shades of gray and blue to the black carbonaceous 
FIa. 57. Concretionary ~aDd.stone which appears conglom eratic on casual inspection, 
Coal cr eek. 
shales which are generally closely associated with the coal seams. 
In fi~sility t.hey vary from the almost structureles3 fire clays 
through· the clay shales to highly fissile shale. As a rule the 
shales carry ' but a EmaIl percentage of the carbonartes of lime, 
magnesia and iron. 
In addition to the shales and sandstones occasional 'ledges of 
caleareous rock are present and usually ooccur' al9 argillaceous 
'limestone, cOommonly known as "cap-rock," when nea,r a coal 
seam. Such ledges rarely reach a thickness greater than two feet. 
Last and most important from an economic standpoint a~e the 
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seams of coal, which vary in number from one to seven and pos-
sibly more when the entire assemblage of beds is taken into ac-
oount. In the vicinity or botp. Buxton and Hilton seven seams 
were penetrated in sinking the prospe0t holes, although the entire 
Coal Measure series were not penetrated. In thickness the indi-
viduaJ seams vary from a thin film or "blossom" to a maximum 
of seven or eight feet. The Buxton section previoosly mentioned 
shb'WS seven seams with an aggregate thickness of thirteeIl; f~et 
and four inches of coal, while but one seam is of sufficient thick-
ness to be of commercial importance. The seams also vary 
greatly in character; some are "bony," others contain'numerous 
bowlders' and Me known as stony, while still others run high in 
sulphur, chiefly ,in the form o:fl the iron sulphides represented by 
the minerals pyrite and marcasite. The latter seams when ex-
posed to the air disintegrate rapidly ,and! show a greenish white 
ooating of green: vitriol or iron ,sulphate. The greenish white 
coating dissolves readily and in case o:fl continued exposure is re-
moved or changed to limonite, which makes itself manifest by the 
red and yellow. brown stains, characteristic of the staining dOne 
by most 0':1) the waters issuing from coal mines when they come in 
contact with foreign substances. 
The Coal Measures thicken gradually from northeast to south-
west. Away from the outcrops along the streams near the east 
bOundary of the county the prospects rarely or never penetrate 
the entire series so that it is impossible ,to assign a definite figure 
for the ma..~imum thickness of the beds. 
, The deepest prospects whose records are available were put 
dO'W'Il hy the Hocking Coal Company and the Whitebreast Fuel 
Company and these scarcely exceed three hundred feet from the 
surface. A drill hole put down by the former company to a depth 
ofi 317 feet near the center of the northwest quarter of the south-
west quarter of section 34, Tp. 72 N., R. XVII W., shows at leaJSt 
272 feet of Coal Measl1l'es while the drill hQle of the latter com-
pany recorded on a preceding page penetrated the Coal l\1;eas'Ilres 
to a depth of 212 feet. From the drill records available it is rea-
sonable to infer that the Coa:! Measures attain: a thickness of about 
300 feet for the central portion of the county and probably exceed 
400 feet for the southwest portion of the county. 
• 
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Structurally the Coal Measures lie almost flat . when viewed 
broadly, dipping to the southwest at a: low angle. Local undula-
tions are quite the rule, the 'wave-like undul!1tions possessing an 
amplitude, of from a few foot to thirty or even forty feet 0 '1' m'Ore. 
The general trend of the waves is somewhat variable, but more 
commonly approximate east and wes,t. Faults 'Of sufficient magI).i~ 
tude to cut out a coai seam are unknown .iI;l the county; althoUigh 
there are evidences or minor movements in the ,sheared and 
"slickened'-' surfaces of som~ of: the r~f' sha,les. E.nys~onal cut-
outs or unconformities are encountered, occasi!Jnally, especially 
near the thin edge of the Coal MeaBIUres. Tille Ohanton oon-
glOlIllerate is reported to fill an ~rQsional trough, deep enough to' 
cut out the productive measures in Appanoose, 9'ounty. The OOII,-
glomerate extends well into Monroe county, but little is known of 
its relation to the workable coal, though it is believed to lie too 
high in the series' to in any wayinfluencemi~ing ope:mtions in the 
county. 
THE APP ANOOSE ,BEDS, 
Aooording to Bain* the Appanoose beds consist essentially of 
limestone bedls which bear a certain definite position with refer-
ence to the Centerville (Mystic) coal seam; separated by shales. 
The normal sequence is tlie, "fifty foot limestone,'; "se:venteen 
foot limestone," the "cap rock" and the "bottom rock." Th~ 
records for southern and especially forsouthwesterI). Monroe, 
where the Appanoose beds woold naturally be expected! to occur, 
are very meager and it is impossible to assign limits ~th any de~ 
gree of confidence. The beds cannot be recognized definitely 
within the confines of the county, but on the map were ,c(mtlnued 
across the Monroe county line from Aprpanoose county. 
THE CHARITON CONGLOMERATE. 
Oonglomeratlcbeds referabl~ to the Chariton are known to be 
exposed in but a single locality in the county. A limited outcrop 
may be viewed along one of the tributaries of Coal creek on see-
tIon 3 in Monroe township, about three miles south of Albia. The 
beds here expos'ed form 'projecting ledges on acCount ofi their ~ore 
* Iowo. Geol. Surv" Vol. v, p. 378, et seq., Des Moines. 1895. 
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resistant charaoter than the underlying shales. The conglomerate 
consists essentially of rQlU:Dded limestone pebbles, fragments O'f 
coal, crinoid stems and brachiO'Pod remains imbedded in a more 
O'r less ferruginO'us sandy matrix. The pebbles 'vary considerab1y 
in size up to' two or three. inches in length. Some yellO'wish 
brown magnesian limestone is present . .. More extensive O'utcrops 
FIG. 53. Exposure of C .. rbonifero!lS ssnd,tone on Coal creek, in the south'8St quarter of 
.~he sO:.lthwest quarter of section 16, Union township, showing D local undula.tion. 
of the conglomerate occur in AppanoO'se CO''llIlty, the nearest ex-
PO'Sllre to' the above occurring in section 1, Tp. 70 N., R. XVII W. 
A line oon:necting these twO' points wO'Uld paS's about one-half 
mile east of the mine of the .Whitebreast Fuel Company at HiltO'n. 
Although much prospecting has been done in that vicinity riO' 
trace of the conglomerate is recorded. 
The Pleistocene. 
The Upper Oarboniferous beds present evidence O'f profound 
erosion wherever they can be viewed, whichindioates an uncon-
formi-tJy between the Coal Measu~s and the overlying drift. The 
2S G Rep 
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Pleistooe~ may read).ly' be . !3eparate.cr ~nto . the d.rift belo:w,the 
loess ,whic4. fonn:;; a top dressi~g everyyvhere u;nless it 'has been 
removed by the streams, and recent deposits which consist chiefly 
o:6 .alluviumand. wipd .blown. materials.. 'l'he drift constitute,s by 
far. the larger portion, varying from a few feet to about 100 feet 
in thickness, perhaps averaging seven,tyfeet for the entire county. 
It is thinner in the eastern portion, especially the northeastern 
section, and thickens to the southwest, where the stratified rooks 
are rarely exposed and wells are rare which completely penetrate 
the glacial debris. The Albia-Lovilia divide is largely made of 
drift, the Coal Measures appe'aring comparatively low in the 
ravines which head into it. {-, . <, 
The bowlder clay QI' drift ma,y. be referred to the ' Kansan. Al-
tho~gh numerous natural ~ctions have been closely scanned and 
drill records closely' examined there appears to be no good and 
sUfficient reason for subdividing the drift, which has been pos'-
sible in other places. Certain sections display a heavy sand or 
F la . 09. Pleistooene conglome~ate under!aln with Coal Measure shale:.;' formlng ':'n C2C(l,rp~ 
m ent aC:099 a bra.n~.h of O: ray creek, near Eddyville. 
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gravel deposit below the-till sheet, but a s'econd till sheet canuot he 
identified with certainty. In other places the gravels are quite 
completely Cemented and form a conglomerate as ma,y be well 
seen in figure 59 where these conglomeratic beds form a consid-
erable fan in one of the branches of Gray crook. 
PRE-KA~SAN GRAVELS? 
Drillers in prospecting for coal rarely keep a d'etailed record 
of the surface materials. From conversation with drillers and 
. 4 
from natural sections and the fc.w records giving the details of the 
surface formations it is obvious that .the Kansan drift is pretty 
generally underlain with from five to twenty feet of sand and 
gravels which rest directly upon the bed rock. The bowlders and 
pebbles include many rooks foreign to the district and argue the 
presence of all' older drift-sheet at no great distance. 
THE KANSAN DRIFT . 
The Kansan drift usually exhibits a lower blue bowlder clay, 
often very compact and hard and an upper more or less loosely 
aggregated portion stained yellowish to a reddish brown through 
the oxidation of the iron and' is known as the "ferretto zone.' ''' 
The upper stained material is quite thoroughly l.eached, while the 
blue clay effervesces freely when treated with dilute hydrochloric 
acid. Pebbles and bowlders occur throughout the deposit, but 
large bowlders are comparatively rare. The rocks present often 
show facetted and striated surfaces and the granite bowlders are 
quite generally in an advanced stage of decay, falling to pieces 
when removed from their matrices . . Fragments of c0'aland pieces 
of wood are not infrequent, especially in the lower blue till. 
THE LOESS. 
A clayey silt known as the loess veneers the drift and Coal 
Measures over the entire county, save where removed by erosive 
agencies. Where present it is fairly uniform in thicmess, vary-
ing from total absence along the streams and ravines to twenty 
or thirty feet near the crestsl of the adjoining bluffs. From the 
face of the bluff the loess thins slightly toward! the divides. In 
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texture the loess is 'sandiest near the streams and is highest in 
cla.y substance near the divides; it also increaseS! 'in the sand con-
stituent frOml surface to base in vertioal section. These facts 'are 
well shown at many points along roadways and in railroad CUlts . 
. Ti4e clay ballast plants formerly at Maxon and Selection devel-
oped the loess high in clay characteristic o£ the divides. 
RECENT , 
The streams ofl the county have done comparatively little in thll 
way of building alluvial deposits. The Des MoineS! river has done 
considerable filling and presents an alluvial belt varying from one 
to two miles in width. N aITOiW belts may be noted along Coal and 
Cedar creeks and! the Avery. The bounding bluffs along ,all of 
the last mentioned streams retain their convex profiles and the 
, . . 
deposits of the stream,s are oommingled withi the hillside wash. 
West of the Des Moines' river: along the . Buxton extension of 
the Chicago and Northwestern railway, several waIVe-like ridges 
may be observed. Similar ridges occur in the adjoining counties. 
The railway cuts across the end of one of these ridges and exposes 
some fifty feet of assorted sands and silts. While there is some 
evidence o£ sorting, no perSistent stratification planes are appar-
e'ut. These ridges have been aoorlbed to wind ,work because of 
their wave-like form and imperfectly stratified! character 'and are 
fairly representative duneS!. Examples are more numerous north 
oil Eddyville, in Mahaska county. 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY . 
. Coal. 
The coal industry in Monroe county dates from the early six-
ties. White in his brief, sketch of the geology of the county pub-
lished in 1870* states that small mines had already been opened 
wong Bluff, Miller and Avery creeks and! that the Cedar mines 
west or Albia were Produoing coal. None of the mines at that 
time were scarcely more t.han country banks and operated chiefly 
during the winter season ' to supply the local demand. The first 
biennial report ofl t.he state mine inspector covering the years 1880 
• Geology or Iowa, Part II, pp. 267-269, Des Moines, 1870. 
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and 1881 contains some interesting statistics. Herein it is as:-
serted that SQme thirty mines are in Qperation in ;MQnroe county 
. employing 638 men. The deepest shaft is reported to be 150 feet 
.and was located near Albia. The total prQductiQn ~d average 
price per ton are not given in the report. The number of men 
emplQyed is doubtless an exaggeration. 
In 1883 the laws · gQverning the inspection Qf mines were so. 
amended as to. require the collection and compihi.tiQn of the· sta.tis-
tics oil coal production each year and beginning with 1883 the 
records are fairly complete. The record's available showing the 
prQgress of, the industry and the remarkable prosperity at the 
present time are tabulated! in the table below:. For the years 1883 
to 1889 'inclusive the records are compiled from the reports Qf the 
state mine inspector, fQr the years 1890 to date the data are ob-
. t.ained frQm the Mineral Resources Qf the United States Geologi- . 
cal Survey. TQtal production, total value, aveI."age price :Per ton, 
average number of men employed, anJ average number of days 
worked, are compiled for Monroe county, while total productiQn, 
average number of men employed, and average number Qf dajs 
piled for the entire state: 
YE..&.B. 
1883 •••. . . ....•••. 
1884 •••• •. •. .. . . 
1885 •• •• •. .• . ... . . 
1886 . . . . ... .. ... . 
1887 ••.. .•....... 
I8S8 ....• . .. . ..• •. 
1889 •• •.••• . . .•• •• 
1890 .... . . . . 
1891 ...•. •.• •••• . 
1892 . ....... ...••. 
1893 . .. .. .. • •. ... . 
1894 ... . . .. .. 
1805 . .. .. . ...... .. 
1886 .. . .. .... .. .. 
1897 ...... .. .. .. 
1898 ...... .. . ... . 
18119 .... .. .. .. .. 
1900 ...... .. ... . 
HOI 
1902 .. .... 
MONROE COUNTY. 
. '" 
" " " oj " U ·c
" '" . a.E " ~§ .. _1=:00 
:5 ..'" ~~£ .... "" 0 
.. '" E< E< 
-< 
104,607 ...... .... ........ .. ..... ......... ..1" 
110, 238 ........ ...... ..... .. .. . 
113,699 .. .... . .... . . .. .... ...... .. .. .. .. . 
131,824 ........ . . .. 
205,525 . ....... . ....... .. .. .. .. .... . .. 
m:~ S'····rJ:Mg j'T~fl:::::7~' ' :'~~;: I 
898,227 475,805 1 21 SU6 203 
537, 106 6!l8, ij5t 1. 26 1,112 238 
570,91>5 638,085 1. 12 1,108 214 
505. 164 559,017 1. 09 1. 212 172 
550,982 570. 879 I. 02 1,037 216 
488. 520 437, 490 1. 01 810 188 
4!17.881 488.157 ·1.00 986 22Il 
5S4.578 594.980 1. 02 1.086 232 
689.004 725.952 1. 05 1.219 221 
755.286 859. 720 1.14 1. 592 254 
I. 038,3;l2 1,292, 5D3 1. 24 2,819 255 
4,457,540 
4.870, 566 . .. . ........ .. 
!:Rl~:~i~ S"i:25' 
4. 473. 828 1. 34 
4, 952, 440 1. 80 
4, ) "5. 858 1. 88 
4.021.739 I. 24 
3.75.495 1.27 
8.918. 491 1. 82 
S, 972, 229 1. 80 
9. ~67, 258 1. 26 
4, 153.074 1 20 
3, 91>1. 028 1.17 
4.611,8f5 1.13 
4,618,642 1. 14 
5.177.4'79 1.24 
5, 202, 989 1. 88 














:With the exception Qf the period Qf great busIness depressiQn 
ending in 1896 Monroe cQunty has shown a fairly uniform in-
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' .cuease in the produ'ction of coal. The average price per ton 
reached'its lowest point in 1897, when coal sold for an even dollar 
per t0'IlI at the mines. Since 1898 the tonnage, price, number of 
men employed, and nUilllber of1 days worked have increaseO! rap-
idly. The production for 1901 exceeds that f0'r 1900 by more 
than twenty-five per cent. This' unusual increase resulted very 
largely from the opening of mines along Bluff creek by the C0'n-
solidation Coal Company. In 1883 it may be noted that Monroe 
produced less than two and a half per cent of the total production, 
while in 1901 her' output ' exceeded eighteen per cent of the ' pro-
duction of the entire state. 
COAL ' BAsrNS. 
-Millet" Creek District.-In the northeastern part of the county 
where: the coal outcrops along the streams' there have been many 
small mines, so-called country banks. Slopes are driven either in 
the coal where it outcrops or, when the coal seams' lie a few feet 
below 'the SIIlrface, at aJ SIIIlallangle through the measures. In the 
latter case the opening is called a I, rock drift. " Nearly all of the 
mines of the Miller creekdlistricl are slopes and drifts. The coal 
is hauled to the surface by ropes and thus the expense of hOisting 
is eliminated. In the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter 
of section 1, Pleas!ant township, is a local mine known as the 
Bridgeport or Davis mine. This mine works 'the, lowest seam in 
Monroe county. For some years it has furnished oons'iderable 
coal to Eddyville. The coal is obtained by a slope, but no ma-
chinery is employed in haulage. The seam work'ed varies from 
two to four feet in thickness and has a fair roof. 
The Little-Hoover Company of Oskaloosa has opened a Sllope 
west of Coalfield. 'I'he Mary Jane CO'al Company has a prosp~t 
east of the Little-Hoover Company, bu:t no large operation is con-
templated. _ 
The Central Coal Company has opened a slope on the west 
bank of Miller creek and considerable coal is being shipped from 
this mine over the Iowa Central railroad. The seam worked lies 
thirty-five feet helow the tipple and dips at a low angle to the 
southwest; It is rather irregula,r and averages about four feet in 
thicknes's. Drill records in this locality show a great number of 
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coal seamsi, some sections penetrating as many as seven, the J+la-
jority o'iJ which are not of sufficient thickness to be worked~ T'he 
main entry ()If 'the Central company is driven northwest and en-
counters 'numerous irregnlarities. ' Basins of sandstone extend in 
a northeasterly direction arid! in ' some places are 300 feet wide. 
The sandstone contains many fragments of coal, pyrite balls and 
plant remains. The coal gradually runs out and sandstone' comes 
in; there being no signs of cutting out by water. The roof is good 
and the mine is increasing its output rapidly. The coal is of good 
quality and is known as the Miller Creek Steam coal. 
Avery Creek District.-T'he Smoky Hollow Coal Company has 
been for some years one of the largest producers of this distriCt. 
'rhus far'the 'work has been carrie:d on east lllnd south of Avery in 
FIG, 60, Approach and tipple 0 / one of the m ines of the Smok y H ollow Co"l Oom pany , 
the valley of South Avery creek. T'he coal either outcrops in the 
hillsides or is covered only lightly by the drift. For six miles 
abandoned workings mark the outcrop and from time to time the 
railroad stub has been extended as new mines have been opened. 
The company has operated principally in sections 9, 10, 11, 13, 23, 
, and 24 in Mantua tpwnship. At present the bulk of the coal pro-
duced is minedl at. slopes 4 and 6, number 5 having been recently 
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abandoned. Slope number 4 is located! in the southwest quarter 
o£ the northwest quarter of section 11; slope number 5, in the 
nOI'thwes.t quarter of the n{)rthwest quarter of section 13, and 
slope number 6, in the southeast quarter of the nQrtheast quarter 
Qf section 23. It is probable that the railroad will be extended 
westward up the valley and that a new slope will be opened in the 
southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 23. The 
company has done considerable prospecting over this township 
and operates a diamond drill almost continuously. The sectiO'n!'; 
reported! show con~iderable irregularity in ' the coal seam. The 
coal varies in thiokness frOID three and one-half to' five f()Elt and 
is mined by the pillar and rO'om system. All the slopes are 
equipped with tail rope haulage systems as the length Qf haul 
makes it inadvisable to. use other 'than mechanical haulage. At 
each s1Qpe the haul is more than halfi a mile under grQund. The 
tipples have long approaches in O'rder to. furnish stQrage room for 
mine cars and to. secure sufficient elevation above the railroad 
tracks. AlmQst the entire Qutput of these mines is taken by the 
BUrlington railroad. . 
Tbe employes of! the company live alQng the line of the spur, 
.in Smoky HO'llow and Hynes City. ]for many years the Smoky 
Hollow district has been a large producer. There are many old 
openings on both sides' of the hollow. As the ooal has been wOTked 
out operations have been extended to' the south and now the larg-
est prO'ducers are severa.! miles frQm the old town. 
The Frederick Co·al C'O'mpany nO'rth' O'f Smoky Hollo·"" has 
located a shaft on the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter 
of section 3, in: Mantua! township. For a number 011 years tl),i8 
mine has been producing some coal, but recentJy the management . 
has been changed. A railroad track has been built frO'm the Bur-
lington, new building,s have been erected! and a much larger O'llt-
put is to. be expected in the near future. Considerable colal is 
hauled by teams frO'm this mine to A very and the surrounding 
country. The· seam worked: averages over three feet in thickness 
and is mined IO'ngWall. 
The Foster District.-The Deep Vein Coal Company at Foster 
operates a mine through shaft number 1. The sha::ft reaches a coal 
seam at a. depth of 208 feet which averages fO'ur arid a half feet in 
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thickness. The mine is a very old one and at present is producing 
but little coal: The underground haulage is by mules. The ho,ist-
ing drum is seven feet in diameter and is driven through a 1-4 
gearing by a 12x16 inoh Ottumwa engine. Air is supplied to the 
mine by two fans; one fan six feet in diameter is located about 
300 yaJ"ds from the shaft. A five horse p01Wer gas engine drives 
the fan and gives satisfaction. A steam line from the boiler house 
to the fan would require considerable attention and would not be 
efficient. " 
A short distance east of shaft number 1, a new shaft has been 
sunk on the upper vein. This seam runs from one to three feet 
in thickness and lies about thirty feet above the lower vein. "The 
FIG." 61. Horse gin used in sinking a shaft near i'oster. 
output from shaft number 2 is SlIILall and only a gin hoist is used. 
At present but ten men are employed. 
There are no other mines of importance in this district. 
Hitema;n Basin.-The Wapello Coal Company <:)perates three 
mines in the vicinity of Hiteman. For some years this company 
has been one of the leading shipping mines 0'£ the state and its en-
tire output is handled by the Burlington. All of1 the mines be-
longing to the company a,re operated through shafts. Shaft nUIll-
bel' 1 is located on the northeast quinter of the southwest quart.::r 
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of section 11, of Guilford township. Tllis mine has been in opera-
tion 'about ten years and a considerable area has been worked out. 
The coal is hauled! almost a mile under ground by a tail rope sys-
tem. Trips of from thirty-five to forty cars are hau1ed every 
twenty minuteS when the mine is in full operation. Shaft number 
2 is located in the Center of section 2. This mine is woout worked 
'out and some of the machinery is being removed to 'the other 
plants. The engine and boilers are of the Ottumwa' pattern. The 
hoisting engine is direct connected, cylinders 14x20 ioohes'; the 
hoisting rope one and one-fourth inches in diameter is wound on a 
six foot drum. A twelve foot fan driven by a 12x18 inch engine 
. furnishes air to the mine. 
As in mine number 1, the coal is hauled underground by a tail 
rope system. This consists ' ofa. three-fourths and a five-eighths 
inch rope wound on four foot drums driven by a 10x16 inch en-
J lG. OJ. T ipple at sha ft N o. 3, Wapello Coal Com pl\"Y, Hitema!l, 
gine. The real strain in this system comes on the tail rope for 
there is a' heavy grade in favor of the loaded trip. The tail rope 
is carried about 400 'yards on the surface by means of pulleys and 
,then enters the mine through a four inch pipe sunk through the 
covering. 
..J 
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Shaft number 3 is located in a basin mnning east and west on 
the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 3. l!'or 
several reasons it was sunk so as to penetrate' the lowest point in 
the. basin, although the coal here is very poor, containing much 
rock. At present all of the rock must be hoisted. Thethickness 
of the coal in this tract is well known through the many drill holes 
sunk by the company. The coal runs no thicker in the basins 
than on the rises. The company has a Sullivan d~a.mond drill in 
operation ·and has made a careful study o£ the adjacent coal lands. 
All of. the drill records are preserv:ed and 'sections are constructed 
showing the exact position and the thickness of the workable coal 
seams. 
Cedar Creek Mines.-For many yea,rs therehave.been a num-
ber o£ mines operating within a few miles of Albia both north and 
west. The Cedar mines have 'producedi much coal, but have been 
abandoned for ' some yearS because all of the coal that could be 
mi.ned profitably had been removed. But two mines ,are operating 
in this field at present. . 
A new mine is being opened on the main line of the Burlingtoll 
just west of T'ower. At present no coa~ is being produced. 
The Star Coal Company bas for some years been producing 
coal from a shaft a,bout two and a half miles northwest of Albia. 
The coal is hauled by team to Albia and to a side track on the Des 
Moines branch of the Burlington, where it is loaded. for shipment. 
Tlhe Hocki1.g Basin.-The town of Hocking is located! on a spur 
of the Iowa Central railway about two miles southwest of Albia. 
Th.e Hocking Coal Company with central offioos in Oskaloosai is 
the only .company .operating-in this· district. · ·Shaf.t-number- l was 
put down and operations begun in 1899 while shaft number 2 was 
sunk during 1900. Both shafts are loca,ted on a low terrace along 
Coal creek, and are 180 and 208 feet in depth respectively. The 
~mpany did a large amount of preliminary drilling so that the 
<lharacierand limits of the coal basin were pretty well understood. 
In mine number 1 the coal seam varies from four to six and one-
half feet in thickness and furnishes a good grade of steam coal. 
The coal floor is quite irregular on account of the numerous 
rolls which trend about 30° east of south. The maximum varia-
tion amounts to about twenty-five feet. Some of the rolls almost 
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completely cut out the coal, the floor rising apparently and the 
roof descending. Sometimes the seam cuts out quite 'abruptly, 
the coal wedging out within a distance of twenty feet. In sooh 
eases there is no, appreciable change in the character of the fire 
clay below no'r in the rOOD covering above. · Bowlders of clay iron-
stone and pyrite concretions are not uncommon. In certain in-
stances banded beds occur in the coal seams composed of alternate 
layers of bQJny Goal and pyrite, probably the varieti marcasite. 
Occasionally" black jack" outs into the upper portion of the seam 
and' must be separated before the coal is loaded. . The roof shale 
FIG. 63. Tipple and Bcr eenin g plant at shart No.1, H ocking Coal Company, Hocking. 
is pyritic and during the summer months causes considerable dif-
ficulty in supporting the roof in both entries and rooms. In cer-
tain portions' of the mine "creep" gives a great deal of kouble. 
This is brought about by leaving too small pillars to support the 
roof load'. In places the heave of the bottom amounts to nearly 
the thicknesS! of the seam, requiring much attentiorn and' involving 
great expense. The bottom clay varies from four to five feet in 
thiokness and is quite soft. Occasional slips may be noted in the 
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roof' shale and where the settling: is not carefully provided for the 
roof shears along the entries, 
The mine. is worked pillar and room system. The room centers 
a~e forty feet apart and a fifieen foot pillar iSi left. The side en-
tries are run 400 feet apart. 
The surface plant consists of a 12x24 inch hoisting engine and 
five foot drum. Haulage on the main entries is by tail rope, using 
five-eighths and three-fourths inch cable, driven by a 12x18 inch 
engine and wound on a five and a half foot drum. Air is supplied 
py: a: ten foot fan driven by a 10x16 inch engine . . 
An automatic dumping cage is in use. The coal is dumped di-
rectly over a standard screen or "grizzly." The screenings are 
. elevated and graded into nut, pea and 'Silack. C\)nsiderable rock is 
hoisted and: must be taken off at a: lower level, an arrangement 
which involves a loss of, time . . 
Fro. 64. Ti?ple of shaft No.2. ,Hocking Coal Company. Hoeltin g . . 
Mine No. 2 is very sim~lar in general character to No. 1. . A 
conical drum, ai . larger fan a.ndJ hand dlliIllp are the chief differ-
ences in surface equipment. Rolls and floor irregularities are of 
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less importance than in mine No.1 and no trouble is experienced 
from: "creep." 
.. Hilton Basin.-The Whitebreast Fuel Company is operating 
t.ut one mine in 'the county at present, the mine being looa,tedat 
Hi~ton. The hoisting shaft is located near the center of section 
10, M9'nroe township . . The mine was opened late in 19)0 and has 
~ready. become one of the large produ:cers of the state. The seam 
is four feet thick' and' furnishes a good grade of steam coal. The 
equipment and management of the mine both surface and under-
ground are excellent. The buildings on the surface are very sub-
stantial, steel alone being used in the framing and corrugated iron 
for the sheathing. The steel tipple forty by sixty feet is · well 
': " " . ' 
" . .. ~~ . :1 ,1 ..... . . 
. ,' \". 
.., 
FIG. 65. S teel ijpple a!ld surfaoe plant of the Whiyebreast Fuel Company, Hilton. 
planned for the "Work that it must do. One thousand two 
hundred tons of coaJ can be hatIldled daily. The boiler 
house is forty-two by forty-five feet and contains at present 
two tubular Ottumwa boilers which furnish steam at 
eighty pounds preSffilfe to the hoisting engine, the fatIl engine 
and the loader. The fuel u~ is what passes through the 
screen from the chute that supplies the country trade. A larry 
brings the coal into the boiler room on an elevated track from 
which it can be dumped at either boiler. Sufficient space has been 
reserved for a third boiler simila,r to the two in place in case an 
increasing output demand's greater boiler capacity. The main 
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~g engine is a Litchfield p'attern ·and has cylinders sixteen · 
by tfiirtr-foar.i.Qehes. The one and one-fourth inch hoisting ropes 
are wound on direct' 00It~ six foS,}t drums. The air shaft is 
" situated about 300 feet east of' tJie.c~ shaft and has , two com-
partments, one for air, the other for h()IJS1t~.lp.. case the main 
engine be disabled. . The auxiliary engine for tIns. plUIJOse has 
eight by twelve inch cylinders with a three foot drum anJ ~ 
fourths inch rope. The fan is fourteen feet in diameter and is run 
by an engine with fourteen by twenty-four inch cylinders. All 
are enclosed in a fireproof house sheathed with corrugated iron. 
The machine shop is' a well equipPed building thirty-six by sixty 
FIG. 6e. Steel tipple of Whitebl'east Fuel Company in coarse of constrnction. 
feet and the tools and facilities for repairing mine equipment can 
be increased readily with increased tonnage. At present an eight 
by ten inch Ottumwa engine supplies power to a Champion blower 
and an upright post drill. All of the blacksmith work is done in 
this building, mine cars can be run in and repaired and tools un-
loaded easily. . 
, Steel cars weighing 1100 pounds and having a capacity of 45 
cubic feet are used underground.. The gauge ot the mine track 
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is three feet two inches and the wheel base two feet. The hinged 
gate of the car is fastened by two latches of inch iron, which must 
be raised when the car is dumped. 
Ventilaltiem is very expensive in the larger Iowa mines on ao-
count of the number of trappers required to facilitate haulage. 
Unless undercasts or overcasts are to be built the only solution for 
the trapper problem is the automatic door. S.uch doors are in use 
in the Whitebreast mine. As haulage is in both directions the 
Fro. 67. Diagram showing A.<rangement of tracks and switches In the Whitebreast tlppie. 
doors must swing either way, oP,en easily when the mule pushes 
against them with his head and shut promptly. and tightly after 
the trip has passed. On each side of the door, weights are sus-
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pended over pulleys along the side of the entry. These weights 
are sufficient to close the door and! there is always an excess of 
woight on the side aga<inst which the ventilating pressure is the 
greater. In order to preserve the door a twS by four carrying a 
strip of1 shoot iron is fastened to the door at the height of the axles 
of cars. By _ means of this device the cars do not cut the door 
nor is the coal thrown to the floor. The costs of fitting up such 
a door is low. and its maintenance is! no higher than for the com-
mon door. The saving effected is over $200 a year per door. 
The bottom plan is good, only one man being required to cage.' 
Loaded cars are caged frolili one side while the empties run off 
the other. The drivers drop their trips at the head of the grade 
and pass. directly to the empties on the· other side of the shaft. 
Loads are caught by the ~er by means of a brake consisting of 
a.strip of oak en a rail at s1lch a height above one mil cf the tra ck 
that by. means of a lever it can by lowered: sufficient to bear on the 
wheels of the cars. The car wheels can thus be held firmly be-
tween the tr-ack and the, brake rail. The cageI' can hold twenty 
cars on the grade and the brake-rail is so inclined that he can drop 
the cars one by one to the cage.. Th~ entire bottom is laid ou,t 011 
a suffieient grade toO cause an empty ear to run easily from the 
point at which loaded: cars are received to the storage track for 
empties on the opposite side of the shaft. When a loaded ca,r is 
released by the cageI' it runs slowly down the grade to ,the-shaft, 
strikes a lever which depresses the dogs, holding the empty car 
on the cage and bumps the empty off the cage. It is caught-on the 
cage by the dogs, while the empty car runs to the track 1£1'0011 
which th~ trips. of empties are made up. Gros'sover SlWitche.s 
permit cars to be caged in either ooIIltpartment of the shaft. Oar 
after car is .oaged -automatically, the loaded cars are always at 
hflnd and the empties take care of thems~lves . 
. The steel cages ar~ equipped with the best devices, lifting track, 
lever catches, eta. - Fifty pound steel rails are used as guides: in 
the hoisting shaft. The patent detaching, safety hook and the 
safety ~tc:lies on the cage prevent the cage from falling to the 
bottom if the rope breaks or from 'Qeing pulled over the ~heave 
when t.here is an over-winc!. 
26 G Re!> 
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In the tipple three men are employed in handling the cars; two 
remove the loaded car from the cage, dump it and switoh it 
around the shaft to the eager. A steel plate is used instead of 
switches on the empty .car side of the shaft. The arrangement af 
the switches in the tipple permits all possible combination in the 
handling of:1 cars,' except that rook, and coal for locanrade must 
be hoisted .in one shaft. 
The output of the mine is liunp and steamooal. The lump coal 
is loaded largely into box oars, which. necessitates : considerable 
. la 001' if machinery is not used!. The coal must be moved from the · 
middle o:ll the car to the ends in order tha,t the car may be loaded 
to its full capacity and that the load may be placed over the 
trucks. The box car loa.der in Use here was manufactured at the 
mine. The sweep is not solid to the shaft, but consists of a steel 
~lade eight inches wide and one and three-fourths inches thick. 
The lo;:lJder has a sweep of three feet an!! is operated by an eight 
by fourteen inch engine. 
Bluff Creek Basin.-The first bienniaf repOrt of the state mine 
inspector, printed in 1881, stateS' that unimportant openings had 
been made alOIig Bluff. creek and that a looal supply was obtained 
during the winter months· from these country banks. It was not 
until 1901 that the district became a real factor in the coal pro-
duction of the county and in 1902 the basin became a, most im-
pQrl;ant mining commuriity in the state. In 1900 and 1901 the 
-I 
l __ ~ ~ __ ~ ________ ~~ ________ ._ 
FIG. 68. View of Buxton from the west. 
Consolidation Coal Company founded .. the town of Buxton on the 
extension of the M uchakinock branch of the Chicago &.N orthr 
. western railway and opened mine n~mber 10 aibOut two nHles 
south of the town. In 1901 and; 1902 the company put down shaft 
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No. 11, which is located about a mile SQuth of, number 10. Both 
shafts are in full operation at the present time, while shafts 12 
and 13 'are being, sunk. Buxton is an ideal mining town. It was, . 
laid out Qn III rolling hiHside facing north and west. Houses are-
better built and la~ger than those usually provided in mining 
camps. They average one full 8tory and a hrufand 'Me well kept. 
The streets are regularly laid out and the town as a whole pre-
sents III thrifty appearoooo. Mine number 10 is located on the ~ec-
. ond bottom land! along Bluff creek and pr<>spects, usually show 
three seams Qj) coal, while mine nllm'OOr 11 is loca.~ on. the· 
prairie upland and prospects in the vicinity show as many as· 
seven distinct seams. The veins vary from six inches to Illbove six 
. feet in thickness. Only the lowest vein in each. case is considered. 
of sufficient'thiekness to warrant development under prel'!ent oon-
ditions. The following Sectionl may, be conslidered to' be fai,rly 
representative of the bottom land prospects: 
FEET. INCHES. 




Sandstone ... . . . . . ... ... ...... . ... . .. .. . . 
Clay shale , ..... . . . .. ... ... .. ... . ..... .. . 




5. Clay. shale . . ... .... . . ......... '. .... ... . 10 
4. Shale. dark...... . . . .. ... .... . .... ... . . . 9 
3. Coal .. . .. ... . . . . .. • ... .. .... ' : . . . . . ....•. 1 
2. Shale. dark..... ..... ... . . ... . .... .. . .. 62 








Of the upland prospects the following is about an average ~ 
FEET. INCHES. 
20 . Drift and.loess...... ... ... .. ... . ...... . 25 
19. Sandstone. gray ..... . .. .... . . . , ..... .. . 29 ' 6 
,18. Clay shale .. ...... ... . ... " . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6 
.17 . Shale. dark .. .......... .. , .. ............ 3 1 
16. Coal... ..... ... .. ... ..... .............. 1 9 
15. Shale. light.... .. .. . .. . ...... ....... .. 10 2 
14. Coal..... . ..... .. ..... . . .. . . ....... . ... 2 ' 
·13. Shale. dark .. ............ .... .. ...... .. 3 6 
12. Coal. ... ·..... . .... .. ... . ........... ... 1 3 
11. Shale. light .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. . ....... .. .. 32 
10. Coal. .............. .. ·.. ... ....... .. .... 10 
9 . Shale. light .. ...... .. .. .... ...... ...... 21 
8. Shale. dark ..... .. .. . : ... ... ...... . ..... 2 4 
7 . Coal. .. ..... .. ...... . ....... .......... 6 
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6 . Shale .. .. .. . . .. .. . ..... . ..... ..... ... .. . 15 10 
5. Sandstone .. . ... _ ... : . . ... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . 3 
4. Shale, gray.... ... . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . 13 11 
3. Coal . . . ..... . . . .. . .. .. .. , .......... . ,. 2 
2. Shale, dark ...... ...... , .. ... .. ....... .. 49 
1. Coal... .. ....... .. ' .... ....... 5 
225 3 
The reoords of the entire dis,trict show the presence of dar~ 
shale jus·t above the lower coal seam which varies from forty to 
about sixty feet in thi0knes's'. This .shale appears to be always 
present and furnishes a good safe roof. . 
Mines numbers 10 and 11 are thoroug!hly modern and up to, 
. date on every way. The tower of number 10 is of steel construc-
tion and is believed to be the highest tipple in the s,tate, measuring 
sixty-nine feet to. the tOPI. Power is SlUpplied by a battery of 
the thr~ 150 hQrse power boilers manufactured by the National 
Machinery Company Qf Chicago. A direct connected hQisting 
engine Qf the Ottumwa; IrO'll W olrks pattern with 18 by 32 inch 
cylinders is used. The hoisting rope is Qne aIlid! a fourth inch steel 
wire and is wound OIn a six foot. drum. The mine cars weigh 900· 
poundS! and will hQld! £roml 2000 to 3000 pounds of lump ooaJ. and 
when the m~ne is! r:uiIliIling full capacity aili average of four cars 
per m~nute is hoisted. C:a,ges dump automatically and one man is 
required a~ the tip to take up ooecks. The weigh room is on the 
ground level, t.he coal is run over a st~nda.rd grizzly and arrange-
ments a~e made for the separation of the screening into nut and 
slack, although fancy steam coal is the usual product. The plant 
is equipped with an Eagle Iron Works bOx ca[" loader. 
The arrangements at the bottom are such that all of the loaded 
cars are caged from one side and the empties are removed from 
the other. Only one man is required to cage. A double track 
with a O'lle and a half per Cent grade leads to the shaft, each 
. track holding sixteeili cars, the ca,rs being controlled by sprags. 
The empty cars run from the cages by gravity . and pass' an auto-
matic switch, after whioo they are shunted right aIlld! left. On . 
the.empty car side the track is' lowered so that ·the entire entry is 
below the coal seam, the coal serving as· the roof. 
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In a nuinoor of places the main entries are roofed by leaving in 
a portion of the vein; the shaft is protected by forty foot coal 
pillars; the coal runs from five to seven feet in thickness and is 
fairly uniform in character. Pyritic concretions and clay iron-
stone bowlders are not as common as in the other districts of the· 
county. Black jack comes, in a,s usual, but rarely exceeds !Six 
inahes in thickness. The roof is uniformly good and shows but 
FIG. 69. Steel tipple, showing box car loader, shaft No. 10, Consolidation Coal Com· 
pany, Buxton. 
few slips: and cuts. It consists of a blue gray to black shale and is 
but slightly affected by the weather. A thin seam of. f·alse shale 
ordlraw shale varying from two to twelve inches in thickness is' 
often present, but gives compa.ratively little trouble. The rock 
away frOJ:n:the bottom is wholly gobbed in the vacant rooms. Ir-
regularities in the way of thickening ·and thinnings and rolls and 
"Swamps are not unlike those in other mining camps of the region. 
The floor inequalities rarely exceed ten or fifteen foot. The only 
water encountered was in the drift, princip3.11y at the air shaft. 
All of1 the water which gathersl in the mine is used in wetting 
:lown the entries, although formerly a pump was operated. 
The room and' pillar system of mining is used, the rooms' being 
turned forty feet from center to . center and driven ' 210 feet.. 
,. 
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Widening out begins after twenty feet. No undercutting or'min-
iilg; is done. The coal is produced wholly by shooting from the 
solid. 
' -The Cbnsolidliition Coal Company hliis five ehurn drills pr08-
1JIOOting on lands: adjliicent to those now being worked by the com-
pliiny. These drills Me operated! very economioolly by three horse 
power Clingman gasoline engines. The engines at 400 revolu-
tions per minute drive the drills at 90 strokes' per minute. 
MINING METHODS . 
The productive Coa,l Measures' of Monroe county underlie prac-
'ieally the entire county. Careful exploration: with ' the diamond 
drill has shown the absence of coal in certain belts. There stili 
Temain unexplored and undeveloPed some very large districts, 
ef;pecially in the northern and western parts of the county. The 
extension of railroad lines will at once permit the development of 
lai'ge areas which have been located in these virgin districts. 
Drilling.-The location of workable coal and the determination 
'of the acreage are difficult 'and expensive in such a county as this. 
The outCrops of the Cbal Measures are few, the drift is thick and 
erosion has cut out considerable coal. In the northeastern part 
or the county exploration is simpler than in the south and west. 
The streams o£ Pleasan,t township show coal smudge and a few 
outcrops. Prospecting can be done by means of drifts and pits. 
Ai> the till sheet thickens it becomes necessary to use the churn 
drill or the diamond drill. Large areas about Coalfield and 
Smoky Hollow, Hilton, Foster, Hiteman and Buxton have been 
examined. For many years the common churn drill alone was 
used, but today most of the companies prefer and use the diamond 
drill. A notable exception is the Consolidation Coal Company, 
which elPIPloys only the <ilium drill. The value of drill sections 
depends upon the accuracy with which the various strata inter-
sected are recorded! and the number o£ drill holes per acre. An 
intelligent and skillful drill runner can obtain remarkably accu-
rate results with the churn drill, but the average drill man returns 
reports which fail to check: with subsequent records obtained by 
sinking a f;haft. The averliige driller regail"ds only the fact that 
he is looking' for coal and oons.iders the accurate observation and 
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. record of other than carboniferous st.rata a waste of time and 
energy. For the d,riller who tries to record what he actually cuts 
there are many difficulties. Sludge fro.m intersected argillaceous 
beds mixing with that from the bottom ofl the ho.le often causes a 
stratum to be recorded with an exaggerated thickness. Changes 
fro~ sandsto.ne to shale, shale to. sandstone, shale to coal and coal 
to nre olay are easily no.ted and! are generally accurately recorded. 
But the changes in the character of shales a,re very seldom given 
correctly. If the drill hole is to tell nothing more than the pres-
FJG. 70. Diamond drill of the Wapello Coal Company. 
enoe or absence, and the thickness of the coal seam, the churn I 
drill can. be satisfactorily emplayed. By the use of the diamond 
drill several other importan.t obs~rva,tions may be made. Princi-
pal among thes'e are the examination of the coal as to physical 
character and calorific value,and the examip.ation of the rockSi 0{ 
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the adjacent strata. Today much of the fuel put upon tlie market 
is sold on it.s hea,ting value. The Careful investor and operato,r 
should know just what he is going to mine and put Qn Ule market 
llefQre ~ginning to sink a shaft. A diaroond drill hQlle is' cheaper 
than a shaft and givesi a fair sample for calQlrific tests. The fria-
bility of coal can. be observed from the diamond drill ~re and its 
ability to stand Ehipmwt noted. ToOl mUCih emphasi;Si c.annot be 
placed upon these examinations Qf the coal prior to the QlP€ning 
up of the seam. Sometimes the inability Qf the coal to stand 
shipment is n()t discovered until it is found that the coal is not 
marketable. The character of the stratum overlying the co~ 
. mJeans much to the overat()r, for the expense of brushing and ti:ffi'-
. bering air and haulage -ways , cut,s d:own pro-fits at a remarkahl.e 
rate. In extreme Oases "a pOOl' l'()()if may prevent the mining of 
good coal. A s'hale that is very brittle or has many slips OIl' one 
that carries considerable pyrite or clay ir()nstone bowlders causes 
no end of trQuble, espooia1ly ()n entries; which must be kept Qpen ' 
for a , considerable lengtn Qf time. Something of the character of 
the shale as regards ability to withstand pressure and exposure to 
air currents can be learned frQm a diamo::1d drill core. The 
anioilllt Qf covering ,and the in~grity and position of the strata 
with ~egard to water-bea,ring horiz()ns must be noted with care 
and the shaft be IQcated where the most favorable conditions are 
sihown. A single drill hQ,le means little or nothing in this dis-
trict. One hole may show no coal while afew rQlds away a second 
hole may sh()wa seam 0,£1 gOQdl thickness. Many cases are Qn 
record to show h~ frequent have been the errors in assum[ng 
the pr2sence of gQod coal Olver large tracts when several hOlIes ' 
!>eem to show unifoIDlity and regularity. Numerous' holes must 
be drilled at regular intervals in Qrder to prove the integrity of 
the coal &2am. One operator in this field says: "Weare n~vel' 
sure of the presence ()f coal until we have our entries driven and 
the things Qpened up in gO'Cl'd sha.pe. " This fact has been appre-, 
ciated by an ofi the companies and the numerous drill crews at 
wcrk almost ccntinuc'usly are det.ennining very ea,refully the 
exact boundaries Qf the· several co'al. hasins. . 
The CC'E,t of drill holes per foot varies considerably, depending 
principally upon the character' of the materials penet.rated, depth 
\ 
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of hole and cost of fuel and water. When the dlrift carrie:> 
bowlders much time is lost in getting through ocr aro.'Q.nd them and 
. . quite often. the hole is I03t. The more regular the material the 
more easily is the drill opemted. and the expense is proportion-
ately less. The depth of the hole moons oonsiderable to' the drill 
orew. Both the shallow and the deep holes a.re expensive. In the 
former case it is necessary to' move often and much time is lost in 
FIC. 71. Churn drill of t.h e Consolidation Coal Company , operated by a gasoline engine. 
setting up the outfit. When the hole is very deep progress is im-
peded considera.bly hy the additional friction of rope and rods. 
Fuel and water cha.rges become large when either or bo1h must be 
hauled some distance.. Coal itself, is chea:p, but teaming charges 
add a large figure for drills operating at a distance from mines 
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and ·railroads. Gasoline has been adopted as a fuel for the churn 
drills operated by the. Consolidllltion Coal Company and is giving 
excellent satisflllCtioo. Three horse power Clingman' gasoline 
engines furnish power for their drills'. The cost of1 teaming is. 
thus reduced to a minimum as water is ~equired only for cooling 
the cylinder and for removing the broken material from the drill 
hole. In developing a large tract of coal land it is quite im-
portant to mark and record the exact location of the drill holes. 
The most accu.rate and only reliable way to preserve drill record:;; 
is to connect all drill holes with section corners by actual surveys 
with the transit and to determine the elevation of the surface at 
each hole. 
Opening the Mine.-Having the exact location and elevation of 
each hole and the depth of the coal seam beneath the surface, the 
aetual elevations of the coal seams and the dips and rises can be 
plotted. Having made such an exploration of the coal field the 
location of the shaft, the planning of the bottom, the driving of 
entries and the actual underground layout in order to produce the 
maximum percentage of coal with the least expense in the haul-
age and drainage columns are not blind guesses. Several of the 
large companies are developing mines on this plan and it is the 
only economical method of developing coal properties where there 
are so many irreg:ullllrities . . 
The coal seam may be opened by a drift, slope or shaft. When 
the seam crops out at a point easy of access and sometirp.es even 
when the outcrop is not easily approa,ched by railroads the en-
trance m~y be made by a drift. When the seam does not outcrop 
or when the approach for tracks is not advantageous or suitable 
to opening by a drift, a sIoJl(l is driven :across the barren measures 
to intersect the coal seam and then follow along ' it. When the 
ooal seam lies at III considerable depth and when a slope is not con-
sidered adVisable a highly inclined or vertical opening called a. 
shaft is made through the covering to the coal. 
The dimensions of these openings will depend upon their use" 
and the quality of the material through which they are driven. 
ThuS! a very large opening cannot be easily maintained in heavy 
material. In such a case it must of necessity be as small as possi-
ble. An air shaft or air way will have to be driven with such an 
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;area that it can easily furnish the required amount of air to the 
working places. . A haulage wa,y in which mules are used has at 
·~ce its minimum height df,ltermined. A hoisting shaft may com-
rprise one, two or three compartments. As a rule there are at least 
-two compartments and a third is sometimes added for pipesl, air 
or ladders. Drifts and slopes vary fTom five by seven feet to six 
by foorteen feet in cross section. Shafts va,ry from six by ten 
feet to seven by fou~n feet. . 
, The Iowa mining laws require that there be for every seam· of 
-eoal worked in the mine" two separate outlets, separated by nat-
ural strata of not less than 100 feet in breadth by which shafts 
--or outlets distinct means of ingress and egress are always. availa-
'ble to persons employed in ihe mine~ * * * and if the mine is 
-a slope or drift opening the escape shall be separated from the 
-other openings by not less thari: fifty feet of natural strata. * *" ':f 
After one of the main openings to the mine is determined the 
"Second opening is located withillJ the limits of the law. The hoist-: 
ing 'shaft should be located so that it will cut' the lowest point of 
the coal basin and at the same time pass through material which 
is dry and can he supported easily. The requirements as to sur-
face facilities are also important and must be considered. The 
:grades on the railroad approaches shoold he light and the sput 
that must be built as short as possible. There should be space . 
. available for tracl{s, for empty and loaded cars. When the coal 
IS hauled out through a driiit or slope, tracks of sufficient length 
-to aocorrmrwdate two trips should be provided. Sometimes long 
trestles must he built for suoo tracks when underground condi-
tions do not wan'ant the openings being driven at points offering 
greater' facilities, for the simpler and cheaper installation of the 
top works. . 
Shaft. sinking through the Coal Measures presents no serious 
difficulties,but when there is aJ heavy drift sheet carrying nu-
merous bowlders many. precautioIlB' must be taken. The work of 
:sinking is all done by hand. Hors,e whims: or gins are used to 
hOoist the buckets, into which the broken ground is loaded. In 
-order to sink large shafits quickly and when -small shafts exceed 
.seventy-five feet in depth steam hoists, are generally installed. 
·Chapter 21, ._ tlWS of 1884, Section 8. 
.. 
. . 
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Water is often bailed out in buckets, but sinking pumps must be, 
hung in the shaft if there is any large inflow of water. 
It pays to timber a shaft well. According tOo the character of 
the material passed throUgh the timbering way be either heavy 
or light. Through t.he heaviest ground two by twelve inch plank 
laid horiz0'Iltally give good support. Through very .l{)()Se ma-
terials the shaft timber may be hung in sets from the top by a 
wire tope or each set hung from the next on~ above by rods,. Thi.s. 
practice is not commo'll.in the district. .slopes must be well tim-
bered near the outcrop because from season to season there is con-
siderable disintegra,tion of the surface materials and where the 
slopeS are steep there ma;y be more or less" creeping" in the 
spring. . 
Sys.tem~ of Mi'l'lring.-Practically all of t.he coal of this county 
is mined by the pillar and room system ; but one mine is o'pera,ting 
longwall at the present time. The well known pillar and room 
system is named from the pra.ctice of first removing alternate 
blocks of coal, and leaving the remainder to temporarily support 
the roof. The rooms or openings from which the coa,l is removed 
are rectanglllar in shape and vary in width in this county from ' 
twenty to thirty-five feet and a['€ driven as much as. 200 feet in 
length. he pillars or blockS, or coati. remaining to support the roof 
vary in width from fifteen to tweDJty-five feet. After the rooms 
hllive been driven the length planned the ooa.,l in the pillars is 
mined retreating along an entry, "robbing the pillars." 
The double entry system is used thro~gho'llt the district.. Two· 
entries are driven parallel and from fifteen to fort;y· feet apart. 
In order to allow the air to be carried as near as possible to the 
~orking face t.he entries a,re connected about every hundred feet 
by break-throughs. Seoondary pairs of entries are driven off the. 
main entries and arEl usually from 200 to 400 feet apart. Rooms 
way be turn€d from one or both of these entries., If possible the 
entries and rooms are driven so that the grade is in favor of the' 
loaded ear. If the grade will be a,gainst the loa.d' in either the-
entry or the room, the room is turned a'll the rise. 
The rooms a.re driven na.rrow for a.bout ten feet, that is the nook 
or . room turning, or room door-wa,y is only seven to nine feet 
widte. The work is then ~idened by bearing in forty-five degree3 . 
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on one or both slides until the room has the desired width. The • 
work is then carried along straight until it holes with the room 
driven toward it from the next entry. Adjacent rooms are con-
nected at frequent intervals by break-throughs in order that the 
ventilating current may be carried close to the working face. 
The actual work OD the miner consists in breaking down the 
coal, removing waste material, loading the coal into mine cars and 
the tim bering of , the working place. The coal may be broken 
down either by undercutting and shooting or "shooting off the 
solid. " Coal may be undercut by hand or by machine. In this 
district there are p.o mining machines in opera,tion. In undercut-
ting coal the miner lies on his side and! cuts out th'e bottom coal 
with a pick to 'a depth o:t1 from two and one-half to three and a 
half feet. He works across his room until he has' removed across 
the entire face a triangular section a,bout twelve inches high and 
tw'o and a half to three and a half feet long or deep. He. then 
either wedges down the coal which is undercut or bores several 
holes' and shoots it down. 
The general practice of the district is to "shoot off the solid." 
This simply means that the miner, does no undercutting or min-
ing, but puts in holes and shoots the,eoalout or off the face. The 
,first system is the more laborious, but produces the larger per-
centage of lump coal and reqUires less shooting. , It is adapted 
rather to. thin veins than to thick ones. 
Ill' mineS in which there is a parting in the coal seam the miner 
must give special care to the removal of all bone or shale from 
the coal. . Bony layers often occur in the coal seam, p~rhaps more 
often occurring, directly above it. In either case the bone must 
be removed and put in the gob. The coal is then loaded: into mine 
cars. Tracks extend from the entry into each room and as near 
to the working face as possible. Very often these tracks' are made 
of timber instead of rails. Props aJ:"e supplied the men . by the 
company, but the miner himself is responsible for the timbering 
of the working place. The timbers are placed regularly in order 
that the roof pressure ,may be evenly distributed, and whenever 
tl).e miner notices' a break in the roof he places timber so thllithe 
can support the pieces until he has removed the adjacent cO'al. 
'1'he timbers are about long enough to extend from the· floor to 
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within an inch or two of the roof. By means ofa cap piece they 
may be wedged and securely held in the line of greatest pressure_ 
The irregularity of the coal seams and the varying conditions 
of the roof cause some difficulty in supporting the top and make 
c(.tnsidera,ble gob in the poor placesl. . The percentage of! coal re-
moved va,ries widely with,the mine. In some entries eighty per-
cent of the coal is removed, while in others not over sixtY-five .. 
The estimates of coal per acre made before the mine is opened 
up are very seldom equalled by actual records as given by the 
shipping returns. 
LongwaU is adapt~d to coal seams over Wlhich the roof is: 
rather heavY but not poor. The practice is to leave a good shaft 
. pillar, after which a' continuous face is opened and the work di-
rected away from the shaft. Along this face all the coal is' re-
moved. The face thus advances from the shaft to the boundaries 
and increases in length as it advances. The coal is undercut and 
broken down, preferably by roof pressure, but often by shooting. 
Maan roadways are kept open to the worlting, face by building 
pack walls to prevent the roo:fi from settling. These roadways are 
lllJaJintained so that for· about every forty or fifty feet of face 
there is roadway extending to a diagonal road which leads to one 
of the main haulage ways. There are generally eight main road 
ways and from these diagonals extend to the wo'rking face and 
with those already mentioned form a complete system by which 
there is eas,y access to any point on the face. 
Ventilation. - Vebtilation is: one of the most important prob-
lems in mining. Various laws have been enacted by-the State 
Legislature in order to secure ' for the wor~en sufficient air to 
permit them to do their work with comfort. The principal one 
of these command's that not less than 100 cubic feet of air for each 
person and not less than 500 cubic feet for each mule shall be pro-
vided every minute." 
Ventilation has to do not only with the supply .of fresh air, but 
also with the removal of the nOlXious gases esca.ping from the coal 
and resulting from shooting. There are no explosive gases found 
in the coal mines of Iowa, so there is' no danger save from CO2 
escaping from the old workings resulting from the exhalation of 
• Chapter 21, L",,·. I884, Section 10. 
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men and animals in the mine and the various hannful produ0ts 
resulting from the combustion OD black powder or dynamite. 
The circulation of air in a mine is due to the difference in 
pressure a,t different points. Such difference is developed in this 
district by furnaces and exhaust and force fans'. A furnace at 
the bottom of a shaft will heat the air in that shaft to a tempera-
ture considerably aoo'Ve that of the mine and the atmosphere. 
'l'his difference in temperature means a difference in weight of 
the air in the two shafts and hence a difference in pressure. ' The ' 
<lOOler 'air being denser, is' heavier and causes greater ~pressure 
than the wannair in the furna:ce shaft. So the furnace shaft be-
comes an upCast. 
'lhe mechanical ventilators are more common and they alone 
, can furnish sufficient air for a large mine. Most of the new fans 
in the county are steel and vary in diameter from ten to sixteen 
feet . . They are generally opera,ted by direct connection to a hori· 
zontal reciprocating steam engine. In several cases they are belt 
driven from steam engines. When the fan house is located over 
the air shaft, at some <;1istance from the main shaft, steam must 
be piped to the fan engine. Owing to the loss by radiation and 
lea:ky joints there are· generally many difficulties, in supplying 
steam: to the fan· engine. Several gas or ga&Qline engines have 
been installed for driving fans ,and these give complete satisfac-
tion. The troublesome steam line is eliminated and the gaS' engine 
,('.an get along with less care dUring actual operation than a poor 
steam engine. 
In order to properly distribute the air to the various working 
places undergrounq, it is necessary that the air ourrent be con-
ducted in as direct a path as possible to the sectj.ons to be ven-
tilated. When the min~ is very large and there 'are several sec-
tions it is advisable to split the air current and ventilate each 
8(;'ction on a separate split rather than to conduct the air through 
an the working, places' in sucession. The proper distribution of the 
air requires canvas, brattices, doors and' overcasts and under~ 
cas~. ' 
When air is carried along a haulage way which intersects an-
other pasage, not carrying air it is necessary that' the ' carrying be 
enclosed thr?ugh the in!ersection; this may be done by the erec-
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tion of doors or stoppings. Doors are necessary when any travel 
is maintained along the second opening. When two airways in-
teTsect, one air currept may be conducted over the other by the 
building of an overcast, or beneath by an undercast. An under-
cast or overca.st is the most economical method of getting air 
across a haulage way. In case one of. these plans is not used, it 
is necessary to put two doors in the haulag,e way. To open these 
dO'ors when a trip is passing through . and to close them immedi-
liJtely afterwards requires aJ tra.pper. He is paid by the day, gen-
f emIly one dollar per day. In large mines from ten to twenty 
trappers are employed when no overcasts or undercasts are buiJt. 
It oon be easily shown that an overcast can be paid for by the 
Sum paid out ,to trappers in a year. Automatic doors are used 
. in the Whitebreast mine at Hilton and have been described in trui 
report on that mine. The fuel charges against ventilation are 
low; the principal expeIlS'e is for 'lahor and! by good timbering 
and the construction of overCliJSts this CliJTh be reduced to a min-
lmum. 
Drarinage. - Drainage of coal mines is effected, by the collection 
oil the mine water in the lOwest pointS' in various sections of the 
mine and then by a number of air or . electric pumps this wa,t.er 
may be lifted to the sUIIllp at the bottom of the shaft. Such a 
'sump should be large enough to hold all the water produced in 
the mine for two days. In case of accident to the main pumlYS 
unless the sump is large; the bottom is very frequently flooded. 
Ditches· should be dug on all wet haulage ways in order to keep 
the track as dry as possible. Whenever feasible, ditches for con-
ducting water to the shaft should be made in the air ways rather 
tha:D. the main. haulage ways. When entries are being driven in 
the dip, small pumps or water OOl'S will have to be put in. Elec-
tric pumps may be economically operated when electric power is 
,already used underground!. Portable pumps d.riven by either air 
or electricity are to be recommended f~r the opening up of the 
mine. 
Haulage.-Haulage underground is effected either by mules or 
horses or by mechanical power. Mules are preferred for sho·rt 
hauls, for puJ.lh:tg; loaded , OOIl'S from the working places: to the 
:switches and for distributing: empty cars. But when the length 
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Gil baul is co.nsiderable andl the grade against the IGads high, 
some medhaniool equipment is usrually installed. In Monroe 
county the tail-rope is used, in almo.st all o.f the large mines. Such 
. equipment consists of 3JI1 engine, either on the surface or under-
gro.und,. driving the main shaft on which are two. drums, both of 
which may be looSe o.n the shoot or be fastened: by clutehes. Two· 
ropes, the main and the tail-ro.pe, are used in drawing out the 
loaded oors and pulling the empties back to the inside switch. 
The main rope is generally the heavier rope. In case there is 11 
loaded trip inside to be pulled out the main ro.pe extends from the 
drum to the trip. The trip is fastened to the rope by a catch, the 
simpler the ootch, the better; the tail-ro.pe drum is loose 0([1 the 
shaf,t and the tail-rope passes the whole length o.f the line around 
the bull-wh~l at the end of t,he line and back to. the rear end o~ 
the trip. The tail-rop~ aots as a break and ho.lds the loaded trip 
on grades while the main rope pulls. On returning empties to the 
m~ne the tail-rope pulls ,and the main rGpe acts as a brake. The 
tail-rope must be twice as long as the IDl8.l l rope. The rope is kep,t 
o.ff the ground by wooden or iron rollers placed every twenty to 
tliirty feet. On the c1irv~ guide sheaves are placed so. as to keep 
the strain 0IlJ the rope unifo:rm and to keep tlie rope in the center 
or at the side o.f the traciL Rope haulage can be used on almost 
3JI1y grades and by means of branch ropes coal can be hauled from 
side entries~ . 
Tbe en dIeS's rope system is used in several mir.es in the state 
outside,of Monroe county and is adapted to. a very large and uni-
form 'output. ,.Ai; named" the rop~ in this system is endless or con-
tin.uo.u,s. :It passes around the drums o.n the surface or at the shaft 
bottOm at one end of the line and around a: bull-wheel at the other. 
There is always some device for taking up the slack in the sys-
tem., Cars may be picked up individually and .fastened to fue 
rope by chains or grips or a number of. cars may be hauled in 
trips by grip oors. CGmpared with the tail-rope system the end-
less rope system hlils o.nly twOl-t,hirds as much rope, but Jequires 
two. tracks,-.one for empties going in·andi the other for loads COIn-
ing out. The endless rope travels at a uniform rate' o£ about three 
miles per hQur, while the tail-rope runs as high as eight miles 
per hour. No engineer is required or attendance at the engine 
2, G Rep. 
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while the tail-rQpe requires one man. The tail-rope system is 
better 'adapted to hauling from side entries and to the extension 
of the hauJage tracks. Rope haulage can be used Qn almost any' 
grade and under a great variety of con~itions. LocQmotive haul-
age requires special conditiQns Qf track, generally inoreased size 
of haulage ways and the iriBtallation of an expensive power plant 
and a PQwer line Qf some kind. Electric haulage has given s'atis-
faction at Pekay, where two locQmotives- have been in use for sev-
eral years. At present there is no compressed air haulage plant 
in the state. 
-Tmok and Shalt Bottom.-The track underground should be 
kept in 'as gpod condition as possible. Poor and ill kept roads in-
crease the friction Qf mine cars at a remarkahle rate. On main 
haulage ways nothing less than a thirty pound rail should be used 
anldJ where there is a very heavy haul it is safer to put in fif.ty 
pound rails. Lyes and switches should 00 located at convenient 
points wherever there are long haulst. Considerable track room 
should be provided at the bottom of the shaft. . 
The general plans for a shaft bottom may be, first, caging ,fuom 
one side, and, sooond, caging from both sides. The former plan is 
more economical of. operation, but demands that there be suoh an 
arrangement of tracks that all of the loaded cars can be con-
veniently collected on one side and the empties be handled either 
frQm the QPposite side Qr be switched eas'ily arQund the 'sh~ft to 
the track for empties. The bottom plan Qf the Hilton mine al-
ready discussed is a good example Qf caging 'frQm Qne side and 
shows what can 00 done when the bott:.om is well designed. Wheal 
the loaded cars are caged from both sides of, the shaft the loaded 
car is supplied from one side ,and the empty is, taken Qff Qn the 
other. The next lQaded car is then taken fTQm the opposite side 
and so on. Switches may be used at the shaft bQttom, but plates 
of iron are commonJy used fQr light weight cars. 
Cages.-The cars are held on the cages by latches or dogs and 
are easily released when th& car is to be removed. Quite a num-
ber of imprQvements have been added to the old style cage. . The 
If£ting track and the automatic dump are giv~ng satisfaction 
wherever used·; Self dumping cages are used by the Consolida-
tion and Hocking companies. The details of such Cages differ 
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considerably, but the general principle is the same. The mine car 
is held on the cage so that when the floor is tipped forward it will 
not run Q1ff. The door of the car is caught by a hook and' when 
the car tips, the door is held up and! the coal falls out upon the 
grizzly. The operation of the du.mp is very simple. The floor of 
the ca,ge is mounted pivotally SOl that. it can turn easily on a hori-
zontal axis about three feet below the floor. Auxiliary guides run 
the full depth o:fl the sh.aif.t, parallel to' the main guides which 
direct the wheels on the extremity Q1f the lever arm, extending to-
the axis about which the floQlr dumps. When this wheel is' de-
flooted by the guides from a vertical path the cage is deflected! in 
tile same directiQln. The auxiliary guides are sO' curved at the 
top Q1f the shaft that the cage platfQlrm and the car on it are turned" 
to an angle of about fQlrty degrees, while the cage frame wQlrk on 
the main guides retains its vertical PQlsition. When the cage 
frame is lowered, the car on the platfQlrm returns to a vertical 
positiQn as the guide wheel before mentioned following along the 
auxiliary guide leaves the curve' andl fQlllows down the sectiQln 
parallel to the main guide. Such cages fQr automatic' dumpmg" 
have various patent details as to guides', levers and platforms,. 
the general principles being the same. . 
In order to protect theW'Orkmen at the top and the miners who 
desoeilld into the mine, safety gates, s,afety catches and detaching- ' 
hooks are necessary. Severa,l 0,£1 the mines in this district ha,ve' 
dQlne much to prQltect their men andl one company has put in 
safety hooks. 
Top Works.-The tQlP works and shaft house or tipple should" 
be sO' planned and equipped that the maximum Qutput of the mine· 
can be easily and eoonomically handled. The coal must be" 
dumped upon the screen at such an elevation above the tracks: that 
it can be thQlroughly and quickly screened and yet at nQlt sO' great 
a height that the lump cQlal in"dropping through to the railrQlad 
cars is unduly shattered after leaving the screens. 
POWier Plw/tt.-HQlisting engines and bQlilers should be simple,. . 
durable and able to stai1d hard usage. The boilerSi used in this dis-
trict are generally twO' flue boilers or tubular boilers especially 
adapted to the grade Q1f fuel used. As the quality Q1f water varies 
oonsiderably during th~year and generally contains a high per-
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centage of solid matter the boiler must be able to stand rougher 
usage than those commonly used by manufacturing establish-
ments. The fue'l used is generliJlly slack or bony coal wlhich is 
llillmarketable . 
. The hoisting engine must be able to give rapid hoisting, .a quick 
start ·and must be easily controlled. The engines Qf this district 
are of both the common types, the direct connected: and the 
geliJred. When direct cQinnected the engines must be very power-
ful and give high speed hOlisting. They must be cOIntrQlled easily 
and have PQwerful brakes in Qirderthat theY can be stopped 
quickly and at the desired pOlint. The geared drums permit a 
smaller engine tQi be used. In Qirder to hoist rapidly when the 
gear. is from Qne to four to Qine to eight the engine must be run 
at a high speed; such engines are easily contrQilled and the eage 
cail1 be stoppedl at the .top! mo~e easily than when the engine is 
direct connected. . 
Various styles of indicators are used in engine rooms to show . 
the position of the cages in the shaft. The finger mQiving in the . 
vertical line and the disk on which points are marked by the finger 
mQving like the hands of the clook are the most COlIllm:<m., 
Tra;nsporta.tion and Ma,rkets.-Practically all Qif the mines 
Qpemting in: the county are railway mines and produce but little 
cQal for local consumption. c, In 1901 Qiut of a total ' prod~cti.on Qf, 
over a million tons less' than one and a half per cent was sOlId tp 
the 10caJ trade and employes. The average percentage for the en-
tire state s'ald to the local trade and employes during, the same year 
. approrximated twelve per cent. The railways are the chief cus-
tQmers and all 01:1) the large mines usually Mve large railwalY c.o~­
tracts which tend to steady the price and equalize the producti.op 
throughout the year. In 1901 Monroe county mines were in opera-
tion the largest number ofl days of any of the great cQal producing 
count.ies. Her record fQr the yearl" was 265 daysi active, while the 
records for the whQile state show an average of only 218 days 
active. 
~ general movement of1 the co-aUs tQi the ,west and north. An 
apparent exception is in tb.e case of the mines at HiltQin and Fo~­
ter, where most of the coal gpes nQirtheast Olver. the Kansas. City 
division of the ChicagQi, Milwauk'ee and Saint Paul railway. 
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The ~1iller creek and Hooking mines are tributary to the Iowa 
Central and the total output is carried north. Smoky Hollow dis-
trict, Hiteman and the Cedar creek mines are directly connected 
by spurs to the Burlington and the bulk of their output is carried' 
west 'arnd! distributed by the various branches o:t1 the system. The 
mines of. the Blu.ff creek! basin contribute their entire product to 
the Chioogo and Northwestern railway system. The coal pro-
. ducedJ by the OO'llsolidation Coal Company iSi carried to Belle 
Plaine and from there distributed north and wes,t by the various 
branches of the s,ystem. 
COAL TESTS 
Samples of coal representative of the leading mines of the 
wunty were tested both chemically and calorimetrically. The 
chemical work was done by Mr. F. M. Weakley and the results 
appear.ed in the "Iowa Engineer. "" The calorimetric work was 
under the direction of G. W. Bissell, professor of Mechanioal En-
gineering, Iowa .State College, and the results are published' in 
the Iowa Engineer.t A Parr Standard Calorimeter, the inven-
tion of Professor S. ~W. Parr of the University of Illinois, was 
used. In the table below the calorimetric tests oil a number of 
ooals from other parts or Iow8J and standard fuels from other 
parts of the country are added for comparison: 
• Volume II, pp . 13-18. .Ame" 1892. 
tLoc cit . lOP. H2 . 
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COMPANY AND LOCALITY. 
Consolidated Coal Co.-
Buxton, lows, No . 11 . . .. . ....... 1 
No. 10 . . :. .. ... . ..... 2 
HOC:li~t~~~\~~; No . 1... .. .. .... ..... 3 
No.2. .... .. ...... . ... 4 
Whitebreast Fuel Co. -
Hilton, Iowa. .. ...................... 5 
Average for five Monroe county coals .. 
Centerville Block Coal Co. - . 
Cor:PB~~r~~. ~unty .. . ........... . . ... . 
Webster county. .... . . ... " .. .. .... . 
Crawe Coal Co.-
Boone county.. .. .. .. .. .... ...... . .. 
Des Moines Coal and Mining Co.-
Polk county..... ... .. .. .. .. .... .... 10 
,Elaon'Ooal and Mining Co.-
Jasp'::3~~t~0~~:[ ;';",i'Mini';'g' C~: :.:..... 11 
Lod~Sil;g~~y~ii~:':':" ... 1~ 
~W:fle~n8~~~ b~~~ty ... ........ .. ... .. ... 13 
Davis county. ...... .... ............ .... 14 
Platt Coal Co. -
Van Meter, Dallas county ...... .... . 15 
Whitebreast Fuel Co -
car~~~'8"oa~~~~~a county. .... .......... 16 


















Indiana eoa1, Brazil. .... .. .... .... .. .... .... 37.89 
.Average four samples, Hocking Valley .. O. ..... a3. 14 
Pocahont ... coal, West Virginia ......... .... 18.2S 
Average of twenty·two Illinois coals...... 35.11 
Anthracite coal...... . .. . . ... ............. .. .. 
Foundry coke .... .... ........ ............ .... .. ....... . 
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12. 08 2 27 10, 585 
6 29 3. 53 12,030 
15. 12 7.41 12,087 
9. 48 B.98 12,560 
11.18 3.26 12,396 
10.83 4.10· 11,922 
7 36 3.29 12, 681 
14.04 J>.90 12, 431 
8.21 4. 16 12,729 
4. 09 2"74 12,041 
9.50 4.96 13,141 
7.49 a. OS 12, 134 
6.02 3.15 12; 730 
7.48 2.88 12,097 
8: 42 3.68 11,941 
7.05' 2.81 13,060 
8. 86 2. 86 12, 245 
55.21 93.10 6.00 1.49 
53.08 91.17 8.83 1.68 
75. 08 93. 31 6. 69 O. 60 
51. 91 87 .0'2 12.77 3.02 





19,000 Crude petroleum, Be~umont. Texas ... .. . . . . . . ..... . . . 
The desirable qualities of a coal aiI"e a high percentage of fixed 
carbon and total combustibles,ahd ' low percentage of ash .and 
sulphur. The sulphur is present usually in the form of iron 
sulphide or marcasite and the hydrous oaloium sulphate or gyp-
sum. IIII the first instance the sulphur is combustible while in 
the second it is not. The iron of the sulphide remains with the 
ash. The' gypsum is dehydrated and remains with the ash. In 
the Monroe county coals the sulphur is mainly in the form of the 
sulphide. The coal of, the Centerville seam or the" Mystic seam" 
of Bain, contains thin white partings of gypsum. Coke is the sum 
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of the fixed ooJ,"bon and ash. Noone of. the Menroe ceunty coals are 
,suitaJbl~ foor foundry coke, unl~ss washed, oon acc.eunt oo:Il the 00J;ll-
paratively high percentage ef sulphur. 
, Ii; is':obvieus from the above table that the actual heat, value O'f 
the coal cannoot be a.courrutely deter'minoo frem its cherrucal analy-
sis. Noor is it , possible, to determine, more than. .appr~imately 
from: both chemical analysis and OOloorimeter ' tests the coal whlch 
.wquld ,yieLd the best, r~s)llts wl),en :u~edI in actual wil~r tes~. .In 
a general way it may be ebserved, other things being equ,al, that 
the coal highest in Med carb9n gives the hlghest reslllts caleri-
"metrically, but when CO'nsumed' :under a boiler may be beaten pya 
really inferier ceal. The percentage of volatile caJrboon affects 'the 
.length oof. flame and coals: posse~sing a high perce.ntage of vol~tile 
carbon may possess a distinct ,advantage ,ever better coals .when 
:used with certain types ef. furnaces or boilers. These l;l,re f~ 
which should be kept in mind in the selectioon of ' a fuel for a 
given purpose oor in the design and selectien oof grates and boilers 
when a certain fuel is to' be us~di. ' 
Clays. 
The county is bountifully SIUJ,Ppned with clays ,suitable fO'r the 
1nanufacture ,of ordinary clay products and some of the mere ex-
pensive wares. Almost nothing has been doone toward their utili-
zatioon., The cbys available beleng to' two. widely separated 
periods and differ greatly in character. "The stratifie<;l claY-/3'hales 
O'iL t.he .,Coal Measures: cover almost the ,entire COIl:D.ty, although 
only exposed along the streamways. The mest available sectiens 
,appear in the nO'rtheast half of the county. Almost every ravine 
in the vicinity or Buxton Ml:d Hiteman exhibits' liberal sections oof 
argillaceous beds above the water line and: noot deeply covered by 
surface materials. Shales wppear lower OD! the valley walls along 
Coal and Cedar creeks and their tributaries and the streams 
draining east f.rom the divide. Many oof. the eX:N,sures: are 10-
,cated directly on railway lines or within easry reach ef such lines. 
Noone ef the oolder clays have ,been used or are being us~ at the 
, present time in the manufacture of CllllY goods. 
. The surfa:ce clay,s are second only in extent and thickness to' 
the shales oof. the older rooks. The oxidized zone of the Kansan 
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~drift often contains clays sufficiently free from bowlders and peb-
bles to be suitable for the manufacture of common brick and drain 
tile. The Kansan is almos"t everywhere buried by the loess which 
is especially adapted to the manufacture of common brick, dry 
press brick· and drain tile. The upland loess is often very fine 
i!extured: and highly prized in th~ manufacture of burnt clay bal-
last. The only clay works in the county use the loess. The some-
what assorted loess is worked into common soft mud brick and 
the upland loess has been used from time to time in the manufac-
ture of burnt cla;y ballast. The la;tter material does not give satis-
factory results when used for other clay products on account of 
itsexoossive shrinkage. Another soorce of raW' materials is the 
alluvium modified by the wash from the loess and Kansan and 
furnishing a material which gives satisfactory results when 
wrought into common mud brick. 
Claly Industry.-During 1902 o,nly three small plants were in 
opera;tion, turning out 200,000 common brick valued at .$1,500. 
During the same time the county imporrted many timelS: the 
above n11illber or· oommon brick in addition to faoo and paving . 
brick, tile anod sewer pipe. This is unwise economy and must oor- . 
reet itsel:li in time . . The various grades of brick can be made 
locally at least as c}leaply as at the points from which they come. 
The raw ma;terials are present in almost inexhaustible quantities. 
and readily accessible; an abundance 0:11 cheap coal of excellent 
quality. is at hand and labor is no dearer than in the neighboring 
Counties. Monroe county should be an exporter instead of an im-
porter o:li clay goods. 
Until 1902 the county had been a large producer of burnt clay 
ballast. Upland loess along the main line of the Ohicago, Bur-
lington aiDd Quincy at Maxon was utilized! for this purpose for a 
number of years and the pits art; this point furnished ballast for 
the road even beyond the limits of the county. The Davy Burnt 
Cla,y Ballast 'Company, whose home office is at Kenosha, Wi soon-
sin, installed an extensive plant at Selection along the right of 
way of the Wabash. During, 1901 the plant W'aIS in full opera-
tion, but did not operate during! 1902.' 
. The methods used by the. Davy company in the manufacture of 
burnt clay were very simple and very effective. Some five or six 
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feet of the surface ma:terials were used. A oar mounted on trucks 
and equipped with a steam shovel and an extra long boom extend-
ing out at right angles constitutes the excavating or ballast ma-
chine. At the beginning the steam shovel cuts a trench as it 
moves ahead, depositing the removed materials on the opposite 
side of the trench by the scoop running out on the boom and 
dumping. The shovel car is followed by a coaling car which con-
sists of a traveling scoop much on the same principle !is the steam 
FIG. 72. Burnt clay ballast machine used by the Davy Burnt Clay Ballast Company. 
shovel which brings the coal to a belt conveyer, which in turn de-
posits a thin layer oft coal over the fresh clay ridge. The track is 
set back from: the trench and the steam shovel cuts a new swath 
transferring the material across the trench and deposit-
ing it evenly over the preceding layer. This in turn 
is followed' by the coaling machine and. the prooess re-
peated over and over again. The first layers are fired 
and the fire passes from one layer to another, the process 
being continuous when once well under way. The amO'llnt of coal 
added is intended to be sufficient to burn all or nearly all of the 
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clay, but not to fuse it. The value of .the ballast depend~ very 
largely upon the perfection of the.. burning. If underburnt the 
clay slakes and becomes slippery when. wet. If completely fused 
it adds to the expense of distribution. The .usual way of handling 
the ballast when sufficiently cooled u; to lay a track on the opposite 
side of the pit from the ballast machine and coaler and use ·a 
FIG. 78. Coaling macWoe used by the Davy Burnt Clay Ballast Company. 
steam shove1. Flat cars are loaded direct in this way or may be 
loaded by hand. Thus when! the plant is in full blast loading and 
removal follow: closely t.renching and coaling. For economical 
w,orking the pit usually ranges from one-half mile to a mile in 
length. . 
Building Stone. 
Outside of the limited outcrops of Saint Louis limestone in the 
northeast corner, the county possesses no stone suitable for build-
ing purposes. West of Eddyville some quarryin.g has been done, 
,but during the years 1901 and 1902 no stone produced in . the 
county was marketed. The beds. formerly quarried, consist of 
about three to four feet of sub-crystalline gray limestone in fairly 
thick beds below and two feet of a compact, thinly bedded lime-
. stone above. The lower beds when closely inspected present a 
slightly oolitic facies and both beds are pyritic, the pyrite balls . 
-\ 
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"Sometimes attaining an inch or two in diameter. The same beds 
are quarriedlat several points along Miller creek' in Wapello 
..county and similar beds are quite extensively developed ' at 
.Dudley . . 
Sand. 
Away from .the valley of the Des Moines river and its tribu-
·taries in the immediate neighborhood, building sand is a compar~ 
iively scarce article. The ·short stretch of the Des Moines ~ffords 
"Sandi sufficient for the entire county. Some o£ the larger streams 
.in the northwest section bear gravel terraces which furnish some 
"building sand. The loess near the more important drainage lines 
grades downward intO' clayey sands . suitable for molders' pn:r-
-poses. The dunes along the Des Moines afford similar material. 
Road Materials . 
. Road materials ready for use are comparatively scarce . . Ter-
.-race gravels occur along som.e of the larger streams, but the de-
posits are uncertain and somewhat interrupted. The Chicago, 
"Burlington and! Quincy railway cf?mpany hl:J.S put. down a n'Um-
oer of test pits along Whippoorwill creek. The pits show .from 
-two to ten feet of gravel. The gr3JVels are evidently stratified and 
in some of the pits fairly free from clay and silt and suitabie for . 
-railway and road ballast. These gravels form · a terrace SQIUe 
-twenty to thirty feet higher than t,he present flqod plain. As. a 
:rule the terraces at lQIWer levels are composed of fine gravels, 
-sands and silts and not so well suited for road work. The indu~ 
rated rocks contribute nothing in the way of road materials. The 
'-Coal Measures 'are not sufficiently indurated and the Saint Louis 
not sufficiently accessible to be of importance. .' 
FOT manufactured road materials the s.urface clay affords an 
inexhaustible supply o:li raw material suitable for the manufac-
. ture o£ burnt clay ballast. This topic has been dis0llssed suffi-
-ciently under the head of the clay industry. 
Soils. 
As in all of the other coUnties of the state the soils are after 
.all the most important asset of the county. TW'o fairly distinct 
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types may be recogruzed; the modifiedl loess-Kansan of the up-
land and the alluvial of the bottom and" second bottom" lands. 
The first covers much the greater area, while the latter is the more 
tractable and may be tOO nrore productive. Near the divides the 
clay constituent may be so great in the loess-KansaIlJ as to render 
it mucky and imperfectly drained. In such iDBtan.ees the lan,dl ig 
'cold when wet and tends to bakte when it dries, qualities not fa-
vorable to the growth of cereals. Much of the oounty is so greatly 
stream dissected that there is a ' considerable tendency to wash 
under the pr()lCesses of agriculture, but affordsl ex<,>ellent pastur-
age. The bottom land! soils are more porous an da.re usually 
highly productive when not too sandy. In especiailly wet seasons 
they are sometimess'l1bject to inundation . 
Potable Waters. 
. An adequate water supply during seasons of prolonged drouth 
is a serious probleIDI for a: considerable portion of the county. All 
ofi the wells thus far put down are shaJlow, the majority drawing 
their supply from the gravels and sand's at the base of the drift, 
tEe sub-loessial sands or from the alluvial sands and gravel~ . 
. Du,ring wet seasons all 0:1:1 these furnish a fairlysiable supply, but 
'during the summ~r of 1901 all proved more or le~s untrustworthy . 
. A few wells completely penetrate the superficial materials and 
enter the indurated rocks with indifferent results. stock water 
'i!;! obtained largely by the construction of a,rtificiaiJ. ponds. Eni~ 
bankments are built across the sharp draws and ravines and th'e 
storm water is conserved. This' is p~sible because of the im-
. pervious character of the surface materials. None of the cities 
and towns.ha'Ve a sufficient supply of water for domestic use and 
fireproteclion save Eddyville, and even Eddyville has dO'llebut 
'little towards utilizing her advantages. The domestic water 
supp~y of Albia is obtained from shallow wells and the town pos-
'sesses a very inadequate water supply and waterworks system fOlr 
fire protection. An arlificial ponq aff?rds a reserve in ease of n. 
conflagration. The mining towns of Buxton, Hiteman and Hilton 
have a most precarious supply of water in dry seasons. The first 
mentioned town was almost wholly dependent on water brought 
in tank cars from the Des Moines river during 1901. It is only 
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a question of a few years until the water problem will be mo're 
urgent than it is now. The larger towns will be obliged to provide 
better 'fire protection and to observe better sanitary practice in 
the disposition OD sewage. To meet these requirements an in-
creased water supply is the first essential. From the data in hand 
the water supply can be increased in two ways': first, by the con-
struction of reservoirs to entrap the surface waters, and second. 
by the sinking of deep wells. In the construction of reservoirs to 
catch the storm water one precaution must be observed and that is 
to guard against any possible contamination over the catchment 
area and doubtless some system of filtering would be necess'ary. 
It would! be unsafe to provide a reservoir or supply of pure water 
for domestic purposes and provide a reserve supply O'D doubtful 
antecedents for fire protection when one system of mains must 
serve for both. The impervious cha,racter of the upland surface 
materials renders possible the construction ofi surface ponds or 
reservoirs and perhaps affords a feasible way ofaugm~nting the 
water supply. The water obtained in this way WOI\lld be com-
paratively free ,from mineral matter in solution and when freed 
from mechanical s'ediments through filtration would' be admirably 
adapted for boiler and manufacturing, purpot'Jes. 
The second means of water supply enlargment ' through deep 
wells is perhaps more expensiye and the results are less certain. 
The deeper strata are practically unexplored! in the county and the 
10weII P.aleozoic sa.ndstones which afford reliable supplies of water~ 
in the norlh central portions of the state have not been penetrated 
in any of the adjoining counties. Some informa:tion may be gath-
ered f1roma study of the deep wells at Ottumwa and Oenterville 
and it is possible to estimate the probable depths at which water 
beari~g horizons: may be reasonably expected. The well put 
down by Morrell & Company and' the one put downl by the 
Artesian Well C'ompany, both of Ottumwa, appear to draw their 
supplies from about the same horizon, the arenaceous beds in 
the Silurian reached' at 1085 and 1015 feet below the surface re-
spectively. Both wells give strong flows oi1 water suitable for 
d{)mestic purposes, but not adapted to boiler use until treatedl• 
'Dhe Centerville deep wells also draw from the sandstone beds 
of the Silurian reached at a depth of from 1200 to 1439 feet. The 
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flow is not so stroog as in the case of the Ottllmwa wells and the-
water is more highly oharged with s'Olids. 
For Monroe county the conditions may be expected to be about 
the average of Wapello and Appanoose counties and the Silurian: 
aquifer ought to be reached at rubout 1200 to 1400 foot and the' 
suppiy vary from 400 to 600 gallons per minute as the average 
supply for the two Ottumwa wells is reported to be 850 gallons. 
pet minute and for 'the two C'enterville wells 275 gallons per min-
ute. The water would probably be satisfactory for domestic use' 
and fire protection, but could not be used without treatment for 
boiler purpoees. Water from this source would probably rise to', 
within 250 to 300 feet from the surface at Albia. 
T'o reach the lower Paleozoic sandstone it would probal,>ly be-
necessary to drill to a depth of from 2600 to 3000 feet and per-
haps even to a greater depth. 
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THE FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS OF MONROE 
COUNTY. 
BY L. H PAMMEL. 
During the month of April I made a trip to Monro~ county to 
study the forest trees and shrubs. Stops were made at Eddy-
ville, Albia and Moravia. The latter place is in Appanoose 
county, bu,t it was a convenient location to study forest conditions 
as the county line is but a few miles distant. 
,The small streams were, during the early settlement of the 
country, well wooded along their borders. Much of the best tim-
ber has long ,since been removed, but there ' is a; good s'eOOIld 
growth iDi many' places, though this has suffered du,ring 
recent years because of the dry weather and overgrazing 
,in the woods. The lumbering, 'methods are most wastefuJ 
in ma.ny eases. There is a good demand for native lum-
ber made from such species as the walnut, ash, elm, 
, cottonwoodi, and sycarrlO're, especially near Eddyville, woore 
a sma,il, saw-mill is looated. Along the Des Moines 
river there are still a few fine groves' of, sycamQre, many of the 
larger trees being 12-14 feet in ciroumference. The chief oak 
is the white and red. , These aTe also cut for lumber and fuel. 
'nwo other oaks were observed, the Bur (Quercus macrocarpa) 
and shingle oak (Q. imbricaria). The former makes a good sized 
tree on upland clay woods. The latter is a small tree and nearly 
reaches its northern limit near Eddyville. 
TILIACEAE. 
Tilia americana L.-Basswood'. The species Occurs along the 
Des Moines and its tributaries in the vicinity of Eddyville. On 
the moist san.dy hills a second growth tree was measured and 
found to be two foot in circumference breast high, and thirty-five 
(423) , 
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feet high. The old trees were apparently an removed by the early 
settlers. 
RUTACEAE. 
Xanthoxylwm atnerican~~m Mill.-TIre Prickly Ash was ob-
served near Eddyville on the sandy ·bluffs, and alsoalo'Ilg the 
borders of timber in the vicinity or Moravia. 
CELASTRACEAE. 
Celastn ts sca'l?ldens L.-The climbing Bittersweet waiS found in 
the woods near Eddyville. This plant should commend itself to 
cultivation. 
Euonymus altropurpure~ts Jacq.-Tlhe Burning Bush occurs in 
the timber and even comes up in abundance along roadsides in 
the vicinity of. Eddyville. It is a most desirable shrub for culti-
vation. 
RHAMNACEAE. 
Rhatnnus lanceolata Pursh.-c-The native Buckthorn was not 
observeq, but since it occurs to the west in Dallas county and also 
in BOQne county it probably also occu.rs in Monroe. 
CeanotJ'//us atnericarnttS L.-The New Jersey, Tloo is common on 
the sandy bluffs about Eddyville. . 
VITACEAE. 
Vitis cinem Engelm.-The Downy grape was not observed, 
but it occurs in Davis coUnty along the Chariton river in the vi-
cinity of1 Diff P. O. 
V. rip aria Michx.-Our Wild Fox Grape is cOIllID'on ' every-
where in the countyn~ar Moravia, ffdldyville and Albia. Speci-
mens of, considerable sioo were observed. Two specimens had the 
folloWing measurements, circumference (1) 14 Inches at base 39 
feet high, (2) 9 inChes' at base, 15 feet high. 
Ampelepsis quinqtwfolia ·Michx.-T:he Virginia Creeper is 
common throughout the county · both in upland timber and along 
the large streams like the Cedar and Des Moines. 
SAPINDACEAE • 
. Aesculus glabra Willd.-T'he Ohio Buckeye occurs along the 
Des Moines, and probably also along the other streams. 
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Acer nigrum.-The Hard Maple is cultivated in the county and 
may occur wild, but certainly not an .abundant tree. 
A. saccharinum.-Tale Silver Mav'le is one of the most abund-
ant of. the forest trees in the caunty in the alluvial bottoms along 
the Des Moines, Miller creek and Cedar creek. It is also exten-
siyely cultivated in the county, being one of the m'O'slt common 
street trees. 
LOOALITY. =C ------ nEIGHT. REMARK~. 
I 
.g CIRCUMFERENCE. 
~-a Breast I Base. ~ high. 
Albl" .••. •. .... . . .... .. .. .. . . . . . .. '11870 1 5ft. -2 1 5ft. - 7 I Albl" . . . . .. . .... . ........... . .. ... . 1870 4 ft: -75ft·. -12 
Albl" ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... I~!O 5 ft. -87ft. - I 
. ves Mome, river bottom ne"r Eddyvllle .. 18,0 6 ft. -4 ...... .. 
60 ft. I Street trees. to f t. Street tree'. 
1"5 ft. Street trees . 
50 f r. . Natoive. 
Some large trees are still left in the Des Moines river bottom, 
but the best of the trees have long since been: removed. In the 
s.aw-mm yard at Eddyville there were a few good sized logs 10-12 · 
feet long 'of good timber. One log measured 34 inches in diame-
ter. This' tree Was one hundred years old. It is prop ably fair to 
assume th.at good merchantable timber of this species may be pro-
duced in 75 years. In the city of Pella in the county to the no-rth 
the writer measured aJ soft maple that was 12 feet in circumfer-
ence and 65 feet high. This tree was set out in 1847. Owing to 
the condition of growth the tree was not a desirable one for lum-
ber. It shows
'
, however, what the tree will do under cultivation. 
Negttndo aceroides Moench.-The Box-elder is common , 
throughout the county along streams. It is frequently used as a > 
shade tree in the streets. 
AN ACARDIACEAE. 
Rhus glabrq. L.-The common Summach is CO,IIl.InO'll through-
out the county. 
R. to:x;icodend1'on L.-The Poison Ivy occurs most frequently 
in the bottoms where it climbs some of the tallest of trees. It is 
arso found in upland woods. 
LEGUMINOSEAE . 
Amorpha ca,n~scens . -The common lead plant occurs on the 
prairies. 
28 G Rep 
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A. fruticosa L.-False Indigo is common in low grounds. 
Cercis cama;den.~is L. - The Red Bud occurs along the Des 
Moines northwest of Edidyville and presumably also in Monroe 
county. 
Gymnoclades canadensis' Lam.-'.rhe Kentucky Coffee-tree is 
not infrequent near Moravia and also along the Des Moines near 
Eddyville. 
Gledistchia triacanthos L.-The Honey Locust is not infre-
quent along the streams esPecially the Des Moines. There are 
l1ew. of the primitive trees left. Some measurements made gave 





LOCALITY. " REMARKS. 
1 
8 
oi Breast Base. d 
'" 
high. is <
Moravia ......... .. ..... , .. .. .. ... . .. .... ... 1431 ...... .... .. 1 120 in. I 40 ft. I 2nd growth . 
.,h;dClyviJ lfl . . . ... ..•••.••.•. . . •• • •• .. .. 50 . . , ..... . . . ...... . ... .. 2nj." •••• •• 2ndgrowlh 
The rate of growth of the log twenty inches in diameter was 
as folIOIWS: First ten years, three inohes; second ten years, four 
inches; four inches during the last ten years; and nine inches be-
tween twenty and forty years. 'Drus is a remarkably good growth 
for a tree having such desirable wood~ 
ROSACEAE. 
Prunus americana Marshan.-TheWild Plum comes up in 
thickets in many portions of the county. 
P. virginiama L.-The choke cherry occurs along the Des 
Moines . . 
P. serotina Ehrh.-The wild black cherry occurs not only 
along the Des Moines, but along the smaller tributaries of this 
stream and the Chariton. 
Physocarp~ls opulifolius Maxim.-The nine-bark has been re-
ported to me from ,W rupello county in the vicinity of Ottumwa. 
Probahly does not OC01.1r in this county, if, so it is rare. 
Rubus occidenlalis L. - The wild red raspberry occurs in the 
woods in the vicinity of Eddyv~IIe. 
R. strigostts.-The red raspberry is frequently cultivated. 
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R. villosus Ait.-The high bush blackb€rry occurs Oon the-
sandy hills nea.r Eddyville. 
Rosa Arkansama pQrter-The common rose everywhere 
thrOoughout the CQunty. 
R. rubigiinosa L.-This sweetbria.r is cultivated and ra,rely. has 
escaped frOom cultivation. 
R. setigera Michx.-The prairie rose is frequently cultivated, 
but scarcely hardy withOoutprotectiOon. 
Pyrus ~oW'ensis Bailey.-The wild crab is widely distributed 
in the county, forming thickets. 
Crataegus L.-It is prOobable that mOore species occur than t~e· 
writer has been able to detect, since .it is important to ha·ve the-
le-alVes, Bowers and fruit. . 
C. mollis L.-This is the 'most common species of the bottoms' 
and makes the larg,est tree Oof the genus in the county. 
C. punctata Jacq.-·This is the mOost handsome of the genus .. 
The Bat top, handsome foliage, make it a most desirable species 
fOol' cultivation. It is found in bottoms. 
C. marga,retta.-T'his species is most abundant along the-
smaller streamoS in the southern part of the county. 
A melamchier canadensis, To·rr & Gray:-The service berry 
was nOot Oobserved in · the cOounty, but it 'Occurs along the Des 
MQines nOorthwest o£ Eddyville. 
SAXIFRAGACEAE. 
Philadelplvus coronar'ia L.-T!he mock orange is frequently' 
cultivated. 
Ribes gracile Michx.-'J'he Miss:Oouri gooseberry is abundant 
everywhere in clearings along streams. 
R. grossularia.-Tbe cultivated gooseberry is hardy and fre~· 
quently cultivated! in the CQunty. 
R. rwbrum L.-The currant is hardy and frequently culti-
vated. 
R. aureum Pursh.-The BuffalOo currant is frequently culti--
vated fOol' ornaJIIlental purposes. 
CORNACEAE. 
Cornus sericca L.-The silky cOornel fOorms thickets alQng road-
sidesand f1ences in the nQrthern part Oof the county. 
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C. paniculata L. 'Her.-The white fruited! dogwood "is: fre-
quent in the county. 
CAPRIFOLICEAE. 
Samb'l,/,Cus canadensis L.-The common elder is common in low 
grounds throughout the county. 
Viburnum opulus L.-The snowball is frequently cultivated. 
V. pTunifolium L.-The black haw, was observed near Mo-
rllJVia. 
Symphorical'pus vulgaris Michx.-The coral berry or Indian 
currant is common everywhere on the hills and dry sterile soil. 
Bo'rders of woods" 
Lonicera sempervirens Ait.-T'he trumpet hQ'D.eysuckle is: fre-
quently cultivated. 
L . tartarica L.-Tbe Tarta,rian honeysuc~le is frequently culti-
vated. 
RUBIACEAE. 
Cephalanth'l,£s occidentalis L.-The button bush is common in 
low grounds along the borders of sloughs. 
OLEACEAE . 
FI'(fX1:11/;S americlM'la L.-Tlhe white ash is a rare tree in the 
county. It was observed' along Miller's creek south of Eddyville. 
F. Vil"idis Michx.-The green ash i.s: common along streams 
throughout the county and especially well developed along the 
Des Moines. Measur'ements made of some trees will be of in-
terest 
~ ~I ~ 
I 
HETOHT'I RE>!AR K S. 
'" 
CI RCU1tfFERRNCE. 
::::~ Q;LOCALITY . ",,, e 
I ... ~ .. Breast Base. :::" < , 0 Wgh. 
Eddyville ..... . ........... . . . ... . .. \ .... "164\' 3 ft. . \ ... . . ... \1 . . . . . .... I ...... \LOg IO it. long Eddyvi lle...... . . . .. . . . . ....... 552ft. .... .. . . . ... . . .. ...... Log IO ft. long 
Albi...... . .. . .. .. . . ... . .. . ... . IBiD 32 4 ft. 4 ft. gill. 1 60ft, 1 ~~~f~r:~~h 
The following rate of growth was made by decades: of the tree 
at Eddyville; First 10 years, 5 inches; second 10 years, 6 inches ; 
third 10 years', 6 inches'; fourth 10 years', 6 inches; fifth 10 years, 
. 6 inches; sixth 10 years, 5 inches; four years, 2 inches. 
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Syringa vulga.ris L.-The lilac is frequently cultivated iIi. an 
parts 00·£ the county. 
BIGNOoNIAOEAE. 
T ecoma mdicans Juss.-The trumpet creeper is cultivated, 
but nOot indigenOous so far as I know. 
Cuta,lpa speciosa Warder.-The catalpa is frequently culti-
vated and ha,rdy. A tree measured in Albia was 5 feet 11 inches 
in circumference and fifty feet high. 
URTICACEAE. 
Ulmus fulva Michx.-T'he slippery elm.CommOon on the hills. 
One of the older trees on sandy hills at Eddyville measured 3 feet 
in circumference and 35 feet high. 
Ulmus A mericana L.-Americani elm. Abundant throughOout 
the region, especially in , low grounds along streams. A rapid 
growing species. T'he following a.re some measurements taken at 
different points: 
ai ..: OJ CIRCUMFERENCE. ~= "'il LOCALITY. S 
"" 
..: Breast I ~p. .. .. ~·ase . -< is high. 
- - -.,---- HEIGHT. I R EMARKS . 
Alb' a " .... .. .... ....... . . ..... 1870 S2 ...... 4 ft. 10 in, 5 ft. 8 in 
Moravia. '" .. . .. , .... . ... . . .. llO .. . a ft. 4 ft. 10 in, 
Moravia " " ....... ....... a5 2 ft. 5 in , 3 ft , 2 in , 
Moravia .. .. . . . .. .... " .......... d f t. a It. 6 in , 
Moravia .. .. .. . .......... .. ".. 150 1 ft. " .... .. ... ' .. .... .... .. 
Eddyville .. ..... .. " .......... . .. ..' .... 6 ft.. lOin ... .. ... ... .. 
Eddyville..... . .. . ............. 5~ 2ft· e .. .. .............. ' ... 
~~K;t.l~~ ... :: : ... , .. , " .: ::':::: .:.:: , ~~~. ~ .~ ~ ' .. l2ft, iiin:' .:: :": ' :::: 
Evans .. . .. " ".. . . .... ... ...... . . . ... 6ft, 4in, ... " .... .. 
Evam ................ .. ...... " .. , 110 . ..... 2ft 8 1n ..... ... .. . .. 
r5 ft , 
40 ft. 
t5 ft. 
40 f c. 
75 fro 
50 ft. 
7" ft . 
';'5 f t . 
6\! f t . 
For est clay soil 
Clay~oil. 
( 'lay soil 




A log at Eddyville made the following rate of growth, by dec-
ad€\Si: First 1) year~, 4 inches; second ten years, 4V2 inches; 
third 10 years, 4% inches; fourth 10 years, 6 inches; fifth 10 
,Years, 4 inches; in the last eight years, 4 inches. 
Ulm11s mcemosa Thom.-Corky bark elm. This species is said 
to occur along the Des Moines, but I did not s.ee specimens. 
Celti.s occide'l'l talis L. - Hackberry. A frequent tree along the 
bottoms a.nd uplands. The following measurement of a large tree 
growing in the bottoms was made at Evans: Circumference, 7 
feet, 2 inches; height, 70 feet. 
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M orus rubra L.-Was not observed, but a cultivated! specimen 
was found 3111 Albia. 
PLATAN AOEAE. 
Platevnusoccidentalis L.-Sycamore. Abundant. along all of, 
the streams. Large and unique trees are found along the Des 
Moines near Eddyville; The bottoms are frequently cleared leav-
ing the large trees Sltanding, surrolllnded by · fields of maize. A 
large tree between Eddyville and! Harvey measured 12 feet in 
circumference and 75 feet high. The tops had been broken off 
by the winds. 
JUGLANDACEAE. 
JugZevns cinerea L.-Buttemut. The butternut occurs on the 
bluffs and higher valleys throughout the region. The trees do 
. not attain great size, a singie one of the older trees measured had 
a circumference of 4 feet 2 inches, and height 6f 35 feet. 
J. nigra L.-Black walnut. The bla0k walnut ~~ much more 
abundant than the butternut. It occurs in the valleys, especially 
tlie alluvial bottom! throl.lghout the region. A cut log had a cir-
cumference of 3 feet 9 inches,age 38 years. A second! cut log had 
a circumference of 4 fEtat., age 50 years. The 109! was: 10 feet long. 
Carya alba :Nutt.-Shell-bark hickory: , The shell-bark hiokory 
is the most common Of the genus in Monroe countly. The fo1-





LOCA.LITY. " HRIGHT . ~EM"'RKS. oJ ~ I .. Breast Base . <II . i:\ high. 
Moravia.... .. . . .. . . .. . . I 1··-. .. 12 ft. 12 ft. 1 30ft. I Clay soil second growth, 
Moravia ... .. . • . ... . .. . ..... . 2 ft. 7 In. 2 ft. 10 In. 55 tt . Clay soil second growth . 
Moravia ." ············;···1 . ·1···· . '14 ft. 9 In. 16 tt. I 65 ft. lorlg;na! forest. Moravia ... , . . .... . . . .. . . . . 75 . .... . 1 ft. 6 in. . . . . .. . . . 60 ft. Orlg;nal forest. 
Moravia ..... . . . . .• . 80 . .. . 1ft. lOin. ....• . . . . . . . 69 ft . OrlglnaUorest. 
Carya porcina Nutt.-Pig-nut. The pig-nut is distributed 
over the county in upland woods and in the higher wooded val-
leys. A seoond growth tree in Moravia measured 2 feet 6 inches 
in circumference and had a height of 45 feet. . 
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CUPULIFERAE. 
Betula nigra L.-River Birch. The species is, common alOong 
the Des MOoilles. It finds considerable lJiSie fOor lumber. 
Corylus wmericana Walt.-Hazlenut. Common throughout 
the regiOon in upland woods. 
Ostrya virginica Wild.-Ironwood. In upland woods not in· 
frequent. 
Quercus alba L.-White oak. Occurs throughout the county 
in upland woods. 
Q. macrocarpa Michx.- Bur oak. The bur Ooak occurs chiefly 
in upland wOoods. It was noted at Albia, Moravia and Eddy-
ville . . At Moravia the trees are seCondj grOowth. A few measure-
ments were taken: 
- I 
... I 
''2 ~I ~ CIROUMFERENCE. LobALIYT. " .... ].! ~ I Breast Base. ~"" high . 
Moravia .. . . .... ..... ..... .... ... 1 ·· ·1····\······\1 ft. 8in. \ .. ' ······1 M oravia .... ....•...• , ... •. ,... . ...... .. .. . .. . 11 in .. •• •••••.• , . 
Eddyv~lle .. .... . . . . . ... . ... ; . . . " 1 .. \ ... . \ ..... 112 ft. 3 in .\ .......... ··1 
Eddyville . . .. . . . . . . . . . . " . .' . 8 ft.. . . ... . ..• .. . 
HRIGHT. REMA.RKS. 
35 ft. 1 Black soil. 
24 it . Black .oil. 
1
5 Short tree. 
50 ft . 1 SRndy .oil. 
d5 ft . ~R,ndv ~nil. 
Quercus rubra . L.~Red Ooak. FOl1ill.d chiefly iilupland woods 
and along smaller streams. T~he trees observedl were all . second 
growth. A tree at Moravia, measured 3 feet 2 iIlches: in circumfer-
ence breast high, with '3i height of 45 feet, probably 40 years old. 
Q. imbricaria Mich."\(. - Shingle oak. The shingle oak occurs in 
· scattered groves over the entire wooded section Oof the county. 
· The trees are, however, small. 
SALICACEAE. 
Salix nigra Marsh.-Black willow. Alo~g the Des Moines. 
S. amygdazoides And. - Along the Des Moines. . 
S. alba L. VaI. vitellina Koch.-Commoillly .cultivated. 
S. longifolia Muhl.-Common a,long streams. 
S.rostrata Richards.-This species is rare in the county. Ob-
served at the base Oof a sandy bluff in nOorthwestern part of Mon-
roe cOounty, near III spring. 
S. humilis Marsh.~Prairie willow. High banks along the Des 
· Moines river. 
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Populus a,lba L.-White poplar. Frequently cultivated and 
occurring as an escape from cultivation.. A single large culti-
vated tree in Albia;, set out albout 1869, measured! 9 feet 9 inches 
breast high in mroumference and 60 feet high. 
Populus tremuloides Michx.-Aspen. Not observed in the 
comity, but was noticed I;l,cross the border in Mahaska county. 
Populus moniliferaAit.-Cottonwood. The cottonwood oc-
curs throughout the county, usua.}}y along streams. Th.e tree 
grows rapidly and attains a laJ"ge size. The following measure- . 
ments were mad~: 
LOCALITY. ~ i HEIGHT. I RE"~KS. 
200 14 ft. 1 90 ft. ' 1 Fore.t In bot·tom. 
140 4 ft. . Loq from forest Des Moin es bot.tom. 
The following table shows the growth by decades: 
YEARS. 
10 .... ................ .. 
10 ... . ....... .... . .. .. 
10 .... ...... ......... . 
10 .. .... . .. . .. .... .. .. . 
10 ..... . ...... . ... .. .. .. 








10 .. ....... ... .... .. 
10 .... .. . . 
10 .... ...... .. ..... .. 
10 ... .... .. .. 
10 .......... ... .. .. 
10 .. . . 










YEARS. I INCHES. 
10 .... .. . . 5 
Pinus strobtts L.-White pine. This species is occasi6naJly 
cultivated, but none of. the trees have attained any s.ize. A large 
tree which was set out in 1872 had a circumference of 4 feet 5 
inches, and a height of 50 feet. 
P. sylvest1'is L.-Scotch pine. This species. is cultivated more 
frequently .than the preceding, but it does well only under fa-
vOrable conditions. Some good trees were observed in the vicin-
ity of Eddyville on the sandy slopes. Ttwo of these trees were 
measured. Circumference, 3 feet 8 inches; height, 38 f.eet. A sec-· 
ond tree on Mr. Long's place measured 5 feet 6 inches in circum-
ference and 40 feet in height.. They were set out in i867. The 
trees are apparently healthy, in fact are as good as any I have 
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seen in the state. The ground is underlain with a fine sand 
with an abundance of moisture. Numerous springs OCCllr at 
the base of the hill. . 
P. austriaca Hoss.-A~strian pine. The Austrian pine is fre-
quently cultivated, but there are not nearly sO' many specimens as 
of the Scotch pine. 
Thuya occidentalis L.-Arbor vitae. Mr. De Long set out 
quite a group of, Arbor vitae on the northwest slope of his place 
in sandy soil in 1867. The trees have done remarkably well, far 
better than the balsam. Three trees Were measured, but they 
show but little range. Circumference 1 foot 10 inches, 35 feet 
high; circumference 1 fom 8 inches, 32 feet high; ' circumference 
1 foot 11 inches, 35 feet high. 
Juniperus virginialna L.-Red Cedar. The red cedar is fre-
quently planted. I saw no native trees, but old settlers' tell me 
that they occuItred on Cedar creek. 
PiceGi excelsa Link.-Norway spruce. Here as elsewhere in 
the state the Norway spruce was one ofi the few conifers set out 
in early days. It is: not a valuable tree except under favorable 
conditions. Mr. De Long's place is. a favorable one. The sandy 
soil and the sheet of water below make it a good location. A few 
measurements show that a good growth has been made; circum-
ference 6 feet, height 55 feet. Trees set out in 1867. A second 
tree ~ad a circumference of 4 feet 4 inches, 60 feet high. Set O'Ut 
in 1867. 
Abies balsarnea Miller.-Balsam fir. Like the spruce the early 
settler:s planted this species but it is less satisfactory than the 
Norway spruce. Few of the trees remain. Mr. De Long's 
place is favorable, but of the numerous trees set O'Ut but th,ree re-
main. One was dead, one partially, and one still green. Meas-
urements of the three trees were as follows : Circumference ~~ 
feet; height 35 feet; circumference 2 feet; height 40 feet; cir-
cumference €I feet; height 40 feet. These trees were set out on 
a sandy slope in 1867. 
.' 
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